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Student election draws 55 candidates
In a complete reversal of last
year's turn-out of candidates for
Student Government elections, 55
students have returned petitions for
the 19 open offices.
The election, to be held
Tuesday, will see these names on the
ballot:
P R ESIDENT-Lin k
Martin,
Owensboro and Gene Roberts,
Mayfield.
VICE - PRESIDENT - Avery
Boyd, Murray; Lou Turley, Virginia
Beach, Va.; and Roger Watson,
Louisville.
SECRETARY
Cathy Cole,
Paris, Tenn.; Vicki Ray, Dawson

Springs; and Kim Stubblefield, Oxford, Mich.
~
T R EASURE R /;..\~f.i~Ge-f'
Boulware, Radcliffe; Gary Dod a,
Edison, N.J.; Jef~ Green, Hickman;
and Tim Taylor, LOuisville.
SENIOR CLtSS PRESIDENTJ
Jim Belt, Eliza'1tht.own and Adr an
Hall, Mt. Verno%N.Y.
\'
SEN IO R
. A SS
~ 1 0 ~)
PRESIDENT-Btll
cua, Prmceton
and Helen Simms, Barlin{ton
SENIOR CLASS TRE~Dee Dee Bruce, Mayfield and Deb
Hunter, Mansfield, Ohio.
SENIOR SECRET ARY-George
King, J r., Louisville.
SENIOR REPRESENTATIVERoss Boling, Bowling Green; Mike
Cain, Cunningham; Tim Fannin,
Murray; and Larry Kruger, Fonda,
N.Y.
JUNIOR CLASS PRESI DENT;

SOPHOMORE
VICE.John Boyd, Murray; Tony Rogers,
PRESIDENT-Bill
Briggs,
Princeton, Ind.
Louisville; Kathy Robinson, Frank)
UN I 0 R
CLASS
VICE- fort; Jeff Shrieber, Murray; and EdP R ES IDENT-Bob
Boeschel, die Yancy, Paducah .
Louisyjlle and Steve Fricker, OwenSOPHOMORE
TREASURERsboro.\l'
Wf'.St,
Hopkinsville.
Debbie
JUNlOR CLASS SECR ETARYSOPHOMORE
SECRETARYj<._a'U.Y, Lewis, Carmi, Ill.
Beth
Baxter,
Owensboro.
~lOR CLASS TREASURER~til Ladd, Hopkinsville.
SOPHOMORE
R EPR ESENJUNIOR CLASS REPRESEN- TATIVE-Dennis Bishop, Princeton,
TATIVE-Anne C~oper, Murray; Ind.; Kerry Buckley, Kevil; Anne
Diane Drake, Louisville; J im Ellis, Erwin, Murray; Ken Ha rrell,
Hadeton, Ind.; Georgia Hillerman, Murray; Karen Hughart, HopkinChester, Ill.; Marsha Porter, Hen- sville; Gloria Romaneck, Paducah;
derson; David Ribar, Louisville; and Nancy Spann, Murray.
and James Wilson, Mayfield.
To get to know candidateP for
SOPHOMORE PRESIDENT-Joe
Student
Government executive ofDarnell, Chicago; Kevin Floyd,
Hickman: David O'Daniels, fices, a student election convocation
Wickliffe; and Helen Ostrow, will be held Monday at 2 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium.
Brooklyn, N.Y.
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;-;::-:-·,-aR·-p-lic-a-tio-~-due---.J
Applications for five financial aid programs are due April
1 which means that those
students seeking aid must apply the week before spring
break.
Those programs affected are:
National Direct Student
Loan, Nursing Student Loan,
Nursin~~: Scholarship Program,

Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant and Student
employment, both University
and federal for the fall and
spring of 1974-75.
Information
on
these
programs can be obtained in
the student financia l aid office
in the basement of the Administration Bldg.

She entered "aort of as a joke
because I Jdiew I ('OUldn't
win"--but the joke has bloomed
into cherry bloesoms for Ruth
Helen Baxter of Owensboro.
T he 21-year-old senior preJaw student at Murray State

Now I lay me down to sleep. . .

Spring intersession
set for May 6-22
Spring lnteraeulon is
scheduled for May 6-22 this
year. Students who plan to
take a course must notify
the regi11trar's office bet·
ween April 1·18. Official
registration will be April 2226. The first day of class will
be May 6.
Schedules for the regular
summer session will run in
next week's NEWS which
will come out on Thursday.
Students planning to take
courses in the summer need
to contact the registrar bet·
ween April 1 and the end of
school
(Su fJ011e 2 for sprU.,
tersessim\ •chedule.)

in.-
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SAB President Ruth Baxter
•
wlns 'Kentucky College Girl'

~!'.!!!!!~~=

Photo by Dwi&h t Borum
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The eleeping siok nen which eeems to h it Murray State once
every year hu struck a gain. This alek ne .. usu ally 11tr ikea on or
around t he advent of apr l
weather Photo
Ke ary Caiman

University was notified over
the weekend of her selection as
Kentucky College Girl of the
Year. She will represent the
state in a week-long pageant in
conjunction with the National
Cherry Blossom Festival in
Washington, D. C., March 29April 5.
Coeds from each of the 50
states and the District of
Columbia will culminate a
whirlwind week by appearing
on a 90-minute national
television program. One of the
hopefuls will be selected as
College Girl of the Year during
the telecast.
The national winner wiJI be
presented a $2,500 scholarship
and a new automobile, and the
college or university she
represents will receive a matching $2,500 award for the
student governing body.
A 1970 graduate of Owensboro Senior High School, she
will graduate cum laude in
May with a triple major in
French, English and political
science. She has bee11 on the
Dean's List every semester
since she first enrolled at
Murray State.

R u ch Baxccr
Listed in the 1974 volume of
"Who' s Who in American
Colleges and Univenities,"
Miss Baxter is the flTBt woman
to serve as vice-president of the
Student
Government
Association on the campus and,
under the terms of a new SGA
constitution, the first president
of the Student Activities Board,
which initiates and executes all
student activities.
Her other activities are
numerous--executive treasurer
and outstanding chapter member of Sigma Sigma Sigma
social sorority, president of Pi
Delta Phi honorary 'French
society, member of the
Panhellenic Council, a resident
dormitory counselor for three
years, and an active member of
the Young Democrats Club.
Miss Baxter also served on
one of six subcommittees involved in planning the
inauguration of Dr. Con stantine Curris. Nov. 12, 1973,
as the sixth president of
Murray State.
Last summer she worked as
an apprentice law clerk in a 13member Owensboro law firm.
She remembers that experience
IUl "one of the most interesting
and exciting times in my life."
She plans to spend her summer
there again this year as a legal
research clerk before enrolling
in .Ia w school.

•
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Spring lntersession Schedule
ENTRY

INSTRUCTOR_

Til£

SUBJECT

COLRSE

Arr

1205

Happy

8:00-12:30

K-S

BL267

3
3

9:00·12:00
9:00·12:00

K-S
K-S

Fll501
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3

9:00-12:30
9:00-12:30

M-P

!353
E1S2

M-S

ftt400

H-S

P11405

M-S
K-S

nB05
PH507

A Presidential Scholars
Program offering unique
Whitten
acholanhipa and opportunities
Johuoo
for hich echool seniors with
J. S.ith
outatandin1 academic records
cartin
hu been established at Murray
State University.
Iewton
llall
Announcint the plan "aa a
Porreater
means of recorniaing high
Ad. .
echool ecbolara in the aame
Saith
manner we recognize athlete.,"
Barrinaton Dr. Constantine Curria said
five scholarship awards will be
BolcOIIb
made for the next school year.
The echolarahip will cover
Etter
tuition and fees, dormitory acStaff
comodations and a meal ticket
Staff
and is renewable each year for
Cowin
four years.

0101
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0901

BIO 1U

l'iald Botany

4

1301
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CCI 338
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Crialnolo&Y (SOC 338)
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1601
1602

ELE S03
1LB 504
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IDtroductioo to Cinderaarteo

3

2301
2302
2303
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3
l

3
3

9:00-12:00
9:00-12:00
9:00·12:00
9:00-12:00

K-P

Johnaon

2304

!lfC 304
!IIC 548

C011p0ai tioo
Introduction to Literature
!nJliah Literature, 1760-Preaent
Proaeainar in Aaerican Poetry

2801

CEO 221

World laaional II (Africa 6 Aaaric..)

3

9:00·12:00

K-S

WB107

2901

cu

Raaional Piald GaoloiY

•

1:00-12:30

K-S

BL239

1701

CUI 692

Croup Dyoalca

3

9:00-12:30

H-r

£251

3301

BEC 312

Featly Realtb

3

9:00-12:00

K-S

AS•N201

M-S
K-S

Fll203
PH205

102

ac 201

540

3201
3202

HIS 122
HIS 539

Alleriean Hiatory dnce 1865
3
Great Man 1n Aaaricao Biatory to 1S65 3

9:00-12:00
9:00-12:00

3401
3402
3403

t!D 171

J

8:00-12:00
8:00-12:00
9:00-12:00
1:00-3:00

K•F
K-P

l!D .577

Mathesatlee for Technolo&Y
llood turdna
llorkahop in lED (\rolf)

AS-1'1101

lED 241

H-r

IE-102

4

2

UH03

Belt

The
scholarships
are
designed to allow the recipient
a maximum of academic
lloodruff
McGauahey
flexibility. Each recipient, with
the aid of his adviser, is free to
Core
develop his own program of
Baker
study without regard for nor·
Robinaon
mal graduation requirements.
Sheaka
The first program of its type
Sillle
in a Kentucky university, it
gives the student freedom to
Huehlaaan
Cunningham plan his entire academic
c. Ward
program and gives the same
Jtodaan
emphasis to scholars as is ven
Posey
Wiotare

3501
3502

JOU

291
JOU 394

Feature & Keaaaine Writing
Advertlain1 6 Kanaaa.ent

3
3

9:00-12:00
9:00·12:00

K-S
K-S

llltlS
1111111

5401
5402

PH!: 350
PH! 525

Canoe and Wilderneaa c..pin&
Current Trenda 1n Pbyaical Educat:ion

3
3

Arr
9:00-12:00

Arr

M·S

K103
K101

5301
5302

PHI 202
PHI 501

lthiee
Plliloaophy of hlJaiou

3
3

9:00-12:00
9:00-12:00

M-S
H-S

IIH212

6001

POL 447

Cov't 6 Politics of the Soviet Union

3

9:00-12:00

M-S

PH310

PSY
PSY
PSY
PST
PST
PSY

Probleaa: Intro to Clinical Paycb
Probl... : !vidence ancl Encounter
Problema: PaycholOIY of Affection
Drua Abuae and Alcohol1..
Bualneaa & Industrial PayeholoiY
Peycholo&Y of the Adult (PSY 540)

3

9:00-12:30
9:00-12:30
9:00-12:30
9:00•12:30
9:00·12:30
9:00-12:30

M-F

!254

K·F
M•F
K-P
M-F
K-F

1354
!452
!652
£653
E65S

Rye

6101
6102
6103
61(.14
6105
6106

540-1
540-2
540-3
541
584
651

3

3
3
3
3

W213

K. Ward

1901

REI! 220

Intarperaonal Co.qunicatlon Sk!lla

3

9:00-12:30

K-F

!252

2001

SEC 613

lteallty Therapy

3

9:00-12:30

K-F

£454

llainiiWOrth

6501
6502

soc 331
soc 338

The Fatly
Cria1no1oay (CCI 338)

3
3

9:00-12:00
9:00-12:00

M-S
K-S

J11109
FB501

Lannlna
Whitten

6701
6702
6703
6704
6705
6706
6707
6708

SPE
SP!
SP!
SPE
Sl'E
SPE
SPE
Sl't:

Bade Speech
Voice & Articulation
Int-coduc:tion to Broadcaetina
Croup Diacuaelon
Creative Dr...tiCI
Directed Public Perfonunce I
Directed Public Perforaance II
Semina-r in Interpretation

3
J
3
3
3
1
1
3

8:30-11:30
8:30·11:30
8:30-11:30
8:30-11:30
8:30-11:30

1111307
WB31S

ArT

Zane tea
Carter
Howard
Bias•
tc:ridar
Steff

Arr
8:30-11:30

M·S
K-S
M-5
M-S
K-S
Arr
J.rr
M-S

Arr
WR316

l(dcltr

6401
6402
6403

SWK 230
Slllt 520
SWit 540

R...n Bahavior/Soctel Punetionin&
Crieil lnte-cvantioa (CCR 520)
School Social Work

3
3
3

9:00-12:00
9:00·12:00
9:00-12:00

K·S
K-S
K-S

PH504
PIIS02
P\1503

Lovin a
Jobuoa
Curry

6901

VTE 560

s..iaar

3

Arr

H-S

AS-C105

Fortin

161
162
268
360
363
370
371
650

Dr~oods

in Vocational-Technical Ed

Fire high school students
to be aUXJrded sclwlarships

An

FAA
1111308
WB316

DATA TYPE & RESEARCH SERVICES
2 Sylvan St. Rutherford, N.J. 07070
(201) • 933-6117
Complete Educational Re~~earch Services
Nation's Largest Catalog listin~ts of Educational Reference
Materials (Mon.· Fri. 10:30·6 Sat. ll-4)
Campus Jobs also available.

...........
eans

Staff

Lasso he latest
jean looks in our
nai Ihead pants and
jackets. bf easy
wear cotton denim.
Get yours ...

honored Marchi by State Senate

The Kentucky State Senate family and the entire Univerhonored Dr. Ralph H. Woods, sity are deeply impressed by
fourth president of Murray this thoughtful act."
State University, by adjourning
In the resolution were
early March 1.
praises of Dr. Woods' 23 years
In Dr. Woods memory, of service to Murray and
Senate Resolution 46 was apon· several of his accomplishments
sored by Senator Carroll Hub- during his administration.
Dr. Woods, who died Sept.
bard, a Democrat from
25, 1973, served from 1945-68,
Mayfield.
''The Senate gesture was a almost half of Murray's 50 year
fitting tribute to the memory of history. During this period the
Dr. Woods," Dr. Constantine school saw 41 major buildings
W. Curris said. "I'm sure his constructed, an increase in the

to athletes.
The waiver of academic
prerequisites, Curris explained,
is devised to fit the needs "of
studenq of exceptional ability
who
wish
to
develop
academically in a Ieee structured environment. Instead of
fitting into a curriculum,
preaidential scholars will fit the
curriculum to their needa.''
Each recipient must have his
prOIJ'am evaluated annually,
muat maintain a satisfactory
scbolaatic: standing leading to a
decree, and must complete a
minimum of 128 'lemester
hours to graduate.
Scholarship recipients must
also participate in the
President's Honors Seminars
and in University honors courses when applicable.
A five-member faculty com·
mittee will be appointed by
Curris to select the high school
seniors who will be awa.r ded
the scholarships.
Additional
information
about the scholarship program
may be obtained bY writing to:
Presidential Scholars Program,
Murray State University,
Murra K.

faculty and student body and
university status granted under
Dr. Woods' leadership~
Teaching at the University of
Kentucky and being former
state director of vocational
education in 1936 were a part
of Dr. Woods' educational
background.
In 1968, the honorary Doctor
of Law Degrees were conferred
on Dr. Woods by both MSU
and Eaatern Kentucky University.

Ann Herbert
Bel Air Shopping Center
Store Hours:

'

*Vote

SKIN GAME
l!lect

with

Lou Gosset

James Garner

Anne
Cooper

..

~
..,..

•t)o

Junior Class
Representative
*--------•(P_d_._P_o~li-t~ic_a_l_A_d~)---------*

!#

7:30 p.m. Friday, March 15
UniversitySchool Auditorium
75

+

Sponsored by

Movie Committee, MSU Student Government

*£
~

"t""

t*

t

t
#
Last Regular Movie Of The Year
t
~*****~*************************.:
Real Good Comedy Cowboy Movie

March
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President's Forum
By Constantine W. Currie
In the coming years, the
University must give renewed
attention to programs and expenditures that support our
educational programs. Dollars
must be invested in our future
development.
Foremost in our thinking is
the Library. We are planning to
in crease substantially our
acquisitions budget. Primary
attention must be given to improving collections supporting
our graduate programs and to

strengthening our periodicals
library.
Passage of Governor Ford's
budget request will mean finan cial support to renovate Wilson
Hall for library purposes.
While many wish for a new
Library or a Library Addition,
the University does not have
the necessary dollars for such
edifices. Our choice is a simple
one: Accept $1.5 million
revenue-11haring dollars to
renovate Wilson Hall or live

with our present Library and
the Lowry Annex. J believe we
have made the right choice.
Efforts are also underway to
replace our 360-40 computer
with a 360-50 system. Such a
replacement will not only expand our capacity and st.renthen our busine!IS, scientific
and
comp uter
science
programs, but will also lead to
future savings for the University.
Increased
library
acquisitions, Wilson Hall
renovation, the 360-50 system,
and, hopefully, an increased
educational equipment budget
have a major and positive
impact on our support
programs and upon the quality
of education at Murray State.
Addendum: The opening of
the T-Room at night and on
weekends has been well
received . We ar e close to
breaking even.

Dr. James Thompson to give
eighth annual faculty lecture will
for Alpha Chi HQnor Society
Dr. James F. Thompson,
professor of economics, will
deliver the Eighth Annual
Alpha Chi Faculty Honor Lecture on Tuesday at 7 p.m. in
Room 423 of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center. His subject
will
be
"A
Capita list
Manifesto.''
Dr. Thompson earned his BS
in agriculture at Murray State,
his MA at the University of
Kentucky, and his PhD in
economics, at the University of
Chicago. He has published extensively in the field of
agricultural economics and
related issues.
Established in 1967 by the
officers, sponsors, and members
of the Kentucky Alpha Chapter
of Alpha Chi at Murray State.
the annual Alpha Chi Faculty
Honor Lecture fu lfills one of
the requirements of the chapter' !I charter. At least one
meeting each year must be open
to the public "and should be
designed to promote the spirit
of scholarship on campus.
Alpha Chi hopes to make
members of the university community, students and faculty
a li ke,
a ware
of
t he
achievements of the faculty by
recognizing each year a member of the faculty who has
made a significant contribution
to the schol arship of his
d iscipline.
"One generally accepted difference between a college and a
university," Dr. Clell T. Peterson, sponsor of the Murray
chapter of Alpha Chi, stated,
"is that university professors
tend to function more the

growing tip of knowledge than
college
professors.
New
knowledge has to come from
someone, somewhere, and
traditionally the university has
been the place where creativity
in the arts and sciences has
flourished. Nobel Prize winners, for example, are a lmost
invariably faculty members at
universities.'·
The fir11t lecture was
delivered by Dr. l''rank Kodman, profes.o<~or in the department of psychology, on "The
Therapeutic Campus" in the
spring of 1967, Since then
Alpha Chi Faculty Honor Lectures have been delivered by
Or. Walter Blackburn, dean of
the School of .Art.s and Sciences, (1968), Mr. Paul Shahan,
associate professor in the
department of music, (]969),
Dr. Clell T. Peterson, professor
in the department of English,
(1970), Dr. James Mathai,
chairman of the department of
geography, (1971 ), Dr. Marshall Gordon, professor in the
department of chemistry and
geology, (1972), and Dr. Ivan
Lubachko, professor in the
history department, (1973).
The lecturer each year is
chosen by the active members
of the chapter. At the outset it
was decided that sponsors of
the chapter should not be considered for the lectureship.
It was the hope, initially, of
officers, sponsors, and members
that the annual lecture would
become in time a significant
academic tradition on this campus. The event is open to the
public.

Vote Tuesday
And elect:

Auditions are set
for Stubblefield
Story production
Auditions for both speaking
and singing parts for "The
Stubblefield Story" will be
Sunday and Monday at 8:30
p.m. in .L ovett Auditorium according to Dr. Joe N. Prin<:e,
dean of the School of Fine Arts.
"The Stubblefield Story" is a
folk opera based on Nathan B.
Stubblefield's life, and will be
presented at Murray State
University as a part of the
Bicentennial celebration April
26-27.

Prince calls the production
"a communitv event," and
stresses that county and townSpt'Ople, as well as University
students, are invited to
audition.
The op~ra in four scenes is
centered on three themes. They
are, Stubblefield's need for perfection, the misu nderstanding
he created becau11e of his eccentricities, and his succes11ful
demonstration of his invention
in Murray's court square in
1902.
"People wishing to audition
for singing parts should bring a
prepared solo of th~ir own
se lectio n," Pri nce added.
Scripts will be provided for the
speaking parts.
Ther e are parts for 26 people
and a 12 member mixed chorus.

Sophomore
Representative

MONDAY, MARCH 18
Student Convocation: Question and answer period with the
candidates for the top Student Government positions. 2:30 p.m.,
Lovett Auditorium.
Election Dance: R to 12 p.m.• Student Union Bldg. Ballroom.
Free to all MSU students.

TUES DAY, MARCH 19
Student Guvcrnment Eledicms: Polls open at 8 a.m. and will
remain open until 5 p.m. Winners will be announced in the
SUB lobby at 6 p.m.
Seminar: "Energy Problems of Kentucky." 3:30 p.m. in
Room 228 of the Blackburn Science Bldg. Public is invited.
KANS pap smear and VORL blood tests: 6 to 8 p.m .. Health
Services, Wells Hall. Free to a ll MSU students ' (continues on
Wednesday).
Track Meet: Murr ay State vs. Arkansas State University, 3
p.m. Stewart Stadium.
Exceptional Children: Cou ncil for Exceptional Children.
meeting. Room 154, Education Bldg., 7 p.m.
SGA Concert : "Three Dog Night." 8 p.m. Sports Arena.
Tickets: $6, $5.50 and $5. $1 discount for MSU students.
Tickets on sale in the Student Union Bldg.
Exercise elMs: For women. 7 to 8 p.m. Carr Health Bldg.

Help Us Celebrate

MAGNA VOX'S
Annual Clearance Sale
Save $100 On Components

J & B Music
Center
Chestnut Street
Vote

BILL DYCUS
VIce-President

of
Senior Class

Tues., March 18
(Pd p 0l"ti
1

1 Ad)
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$1.50

I

Choice of Small BQ Plate

1/4 BQ Chicken or
Large Hamburger Steak

Largest Choice of Vegetables in town
Plates Served with choice of Two of T en items

I

*Mashed Potatoes
*French Fries
*Potato Salad

*Baked Beans
*White Beans
*Green Beans
*Corn

*Applesauce
*Cottage Cheese
*Slaw

I
i

Special Good Tuesday and Wednesday
Nights
4 till 9 p.m.

Hungry Bear
BQ & Pancake House

(Pd. Political Ad)

-

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20

""$1.50" ""

Anne Erwin
For

TODAY
Student Government Movie: "Skin Game." 7:30 p.m.,
University School Auditorium. Admission: 75 cents.
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Pare 5

The candidates for president----Editor's note:
The cand idates who turned in
petitions Wednesday night for
Student Government president
and vice-president were invited
tc. the NEWS office for interviews concerning their cam·
paign platforms. Each candidate
was as k ed the same basic
questions. Each was interviewed
separately by different reporters.

paying to go to the University, I feel
very defmitely that we should be
considered and play an equal part
with the faculty and administration.
"In order to encourage participation in the SG, I'd like to put
in the Constitution that the SG hold
a convocation at least twice a
semester. That would encourage a
lot more interest. •'
More efficient SG needed

Link Martin

"With President Curris in
Oakhurst, the opportunity for some
very nice things to happen at MSU
is very promising."
This is the nutshell platform of
Link Martin, candidate for SG
president. A 21-year-old Owensboro
native, Link is a junior majoring in
social work with a minor in anthropology. He is a member of the
Social Work Club, the Kentucky
Peace Network and was a member
of World Campus Afloat last fall.
"I fed the role of the SG is mainly
to be a voice for student interest, but
also to insure the quality of student
life. One of the main things that the
SG should be doing is expressing the
students' interests in the
reorganization.
"As far as the students' voice in
the University, for it to be a true
university it has to be a
manifestation of students, faculty
and community. The University
shouldn't be run by just students,
faculty or administration. It should
be a cooperation. Since we are

On the issue of the activity fee increase, Martin feels that there needs
to be an increase, but along with this
there needs to be a more efficient
SG. He would like to see more accountability as to where the
students' money is spent. "I would
like to see an increase over the next
year, but with costs going up, I don' t
think it should all come at once. The
key is an efficient SG."
Martin said the present system of
SG representation seems cumbersome and unrepresentative of the
students. He feels there needs to be
a change. One system which he
thinks has merit is where the
students are represented according
to major rather than class.
About changes in the SG Constitution, Martin said, "They are
definitely needed. A very major
thing is the committee persons who
are appointed by the president. I
would like to see this changed so
they have to be approved by twothirds of the Senate. Also, there
should be changes in the election
rules so that it would be easier for
those not in the SG to run; such
things as more campaign time and a
ceiling on campaign co!itt~.
Key issues listed
Martin says the key issues in this
election are student involvement in
the reorganization, student rights
and improvement of student life. He
says they all depend on one thing •
how active and vocal the SG will be
in the next year. "There have been
some improvements in the last year,
but these haven't necessarily been
due to the SG-they've come by way
of Dr. Curris."

.............**********
Spring Break Is Great
For The Fun •..

'I he
Showcase
121 By.Pasa
753-4641

Barebacks For The Sun.
Open 10 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
Open Later by Appointment

****************•******

In his quest to become president
of the Student Government (SG),
Eugene "Geno" Roberts plans to
improve relations between students
and their representatives to make
the SG truly the voice of the
students.
Robert.<~ feels that the SG should
be responsibe to the students. It
should also be a way for the
students to get their views across to
the administration and faculty.
Using opinions from students are
a way that the Mayfield junior plans
to work closer with entertainment,
cultural and academic programs on
campus. Roberts indicated that
more activities for the student are
needed.
Robert.s,20-years-old,is a member
of ATO social fraternity a nd past
r-recretary of the SG. Besides the
secretary role, he was active in
several committees on the SG including Homecoming, election,
student activity fee and the
Inaugural Committee for Dr. Curris.
Wants More Convocation s

stitution. "Some kind of reimbursement for chairpersons is
something I'm working for," he
sa id.

To get the students more involved
in SG, Roberts wants to have more
convocations. Some with high officials in the administration and
faculty, and some with the SG. Approximately one a semester would
keep communication lines open.
Roberts is "definitely for an increase in student activity fee." He
supports it, saying money is needed
to carry on and create new programs
for students. "To do anything you
have to have money," he said.
A ch~nge in the election system to
a party system is possible with
Roberts as SG head. The University
of Kentucky has it and apparently it
works. He feels that elections should
be "more issue-oriented." 'fhe way
things are now, Murray is "too far
behind in Student Government with
elections being just a popularity contest," he said.
lnt'reasing the number of independent representatives and
filling SAB standing committee
chairs by over-all campus a pplications are two changes Roberts
would like to see in the SG Con-

Gene Roberts

In selecting chairpersons with
campus-wide applications, Roberts
hopes he and the rest of the
executive offices could choose wellqualified, interested people to conduct
affairs
concerning

g
Homecoming, concerts and other
standing committees.
Feel s Ombud s ma n Need e d
If Roberts is elected, he is going to
work to establish an ombudsman
position. Legal assistance in the
form of a booklet (to be ready by
fall), and a possible on-campus
lawyer are also ideas he had to
benefit the student.
"Since SG is a voice for the
students, ideas being considered
should be communicated to the
students," Roberts said. He plans to
use the NEWS, WKMS and other
cumpus media to relate to the
students. He is also counting on
opinion feedback from students.
Finally, Roberts feels that
reorganization of MSU should be an
effort of the entire campus, both
faculty and students. He plans to
"make an honest attempt to voice
the views of the student body" in the
plan.

Murray Now Has a

New Art Gallery
Little Rivers Limited of Hopkinsville
proudly announces the opening of
their new Art Gallery in Murray.
Friday, March 15. William Gaither,
a nationally known wildlife artist will
be at the gallery Friday to sign and
re-mark his prints. Little Rivers Limited
Suzanne Doyle,
Manager

of Hopkinsville
B e hind

th e

Old e Shoppe
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E~~ n~~~~
~a~~-~~-~~ ~and~ce-pres~ent
A complaint was filed Wednesday nigh t with the Election
Co m mittee concerning a VP candidate's campaign cards being
posted on doors, trees, etc. The
committee's d ecision that th is
was a breach of e lection rule•
was then appealed to the
J ud icial Board. T h e Board
upheld the committee's ruling,
but decided t hat the candidate in
q uestion
would
not be
disqualified if the cards were
removed.

l
J

j

Lou Turley
"What I'd like to do most is give
the students something to do. Let's
face it, Murray is a dead town."
This man wants your money. His
name is Lou Turley and he is running for vice-president of the
Student Government which would
make him president of the Student
Activities Board. The Board plans
your cone• rts, lectures, movie
program and Insight among other
things.
Turley is a junior from Virginia
Beach, Va. He is 21-years-old, is
majoring in marketing and is vicepresident of the junior class. He is
also a member of Sigma Nu fraternity and the soccer team.
Turley places a lot of emphasis on
the movie program as a way to get
students interested in Murray. "For
just a little more money we would
expa nd the movie program a nd
bring movies to Murray that people
would like to see and not just go see
as a last resort," he said.
"You' re going to see some
changes" and " You can't opera te on
pea nuts" --this seems to sum up candidate R oger Watson's view on upcoming Student Government elections.
Watson, a 20-year-old political
science major from Louisville, is a
junior and member of Alpha Tau
Omega . He also wants to be vicepresident. of the Student Government.
He feels t he major issues of this
election a re the credibility of the
Student Governmt:nt a nd the extent
of its ability to repr esent the
stu dents. "Some of the past Student
Government s have bee n very
representative," he says. " But not
a ll . You ought to be able to walk
intu that office with a problem or
gripe and get some satisfaction or at
least some advice.
He sees the purpose of a student
government ns being two-fold ; to
carry some weight in representing
t he st udent body to the administration a nd instilling confidence in that body that the stude-nt
government will get things d one.

-

Student Activities Board he went to
Houston, Tex. this year for the
National Entertainment Conference.
Turley feels that the concert
program should be more well.. suou
-L
ld be more
roun ded . "Concerwo
representative," be said. "We
should have hard rock, soft rock, top
40 bands and soul. We need to at
least have one concert every year
that would appeal to almost every
student."
T o accomplish all these things,
Turley says, we need money and he
is in favor of the student fee increase. "It would put us on a· level
with other universities in Ken.
tucky," he noted. "It's simple--the
more money you have , the more a ctivities you can plan and the more
students you can reach.
" One problem with prior student
governments was that they tended to
forget large segments of the student
body. I will try to reach everyone or
as many as possible with the money
we have."
Turley said he would encourage
participation among Student Activities Board members by a ssigning
everybody to an active committee
and by expecting big turnouts from
them when activities were planned.
"I would feel free to have people
dro pped if they don't meet
requirements and responsibilities to
the students," he said. "The members won't just be there for themselves."
Turley sees need for reform in the
Student Government Constitution.
" I'd like to see mandatory joint
meetings of the SAB and the
Student Senate at least once a
month," he said. "I'd favor some
type of election reform also. I'd like
to see that before petitions are filed
a student would know now only that
he or she would be on the SAB, for
example, but what committee he or
she would be on if elected."
If Turley is elected, he said his
first priorities will be building the
number of campus a ctivities "such
as a coffee house program and a
good movie program." Next, he said,
He' d like to see the choice of concerts upgraded.
ft

Roger Watson
He says gett ing the students involved is part of the job of Student
Government. " Of course, there a rc
some people who just do not ca re
and won't get involved ; you have to
a llow for them. It's the others
you've got to attract." He t hinks he
knows how.
As treasurer of the SAB this yea r,
it was he who proposed and drafted

The promotion of student interest
is of primary concern to Avery Boyd
as a candidate for vice-president of
the Student Senate. As president of
the Student Activities Board, Boyd
says he will strive for a greater voice
for students in the choice of entertainment provided through the
Student Government.
Boyd, who will be a senior next
year, feels the Student Government
has been inadequate in meeting the
needs of the students. "I ' ve studied
the minutes of the Student Activities
Board from the last several months
and they just aren't very informative. Sometimes good ideas are
brought up and diRcussed,". be said,
" but that's the last of it. Nothing is
done."
As pres ident of the SAB, Boyd
says he would involve students more
in the selection a nd type of entertainment they desire.
A chemistry major, Boyd feels
more can be done in other enterta inment a rea!i as well. The
establishment of committees to
promote entertainment in th,e T Room and meet the needs of
minority groups are included in his
goals.
"There also need to be more a ctivities for students in the dormitories. A large portion of the
students live in the dorms and for
the most part, all you have is a
television and a few ping pong
tables," he said.
He would also lead the SAB to
work for expanded student facilities
in Ordway Hall.
The passage of the proposed fee
increase would also be of benefit to
the activities provided by the
Student Government says Boyd.
"More money will mean more and
better concerts, both large and
small, better publicity for all types
of entertainment and a greater effectiveness of the standing committees set up for most projects.
Boyd feels the Student Government should become much more involved in other areas besides entertainment . He se e s the
organization as the most logical
voice for the students. "The Student

Government should go to the
students, find out what their needs
are, and be willing to go to any part
of the University community to
speak for tht: students, collectively
or individually," he continued.
The establishment of a Student
Academic Senate should be of
primary concern to the organization
according to Boyd. He feels there is
a need for someone or a group to go
to faculty to speak and mediate for
students in academic problems.

the student a ctivity fee increase.
"The average student is slow to get
involved. The only way to attract
him is to show him we' re here to
cater to his interests. The fee increase will allow us to do that.
"There ought to be something virtually every weekend on this campus. Sure it's going to take money,
but not excessive amounts. Like the
T -Room. We worked for the hours
and now attendance is increasing
every night."
As · Vice-president of the Student
Government, Watson would be
President of the Student Activities
Board. "The fee increase is the key.
We ought to get at least a $2.50 increa se a nd that will mean thousands
of doll ars we never had before will
now be available. The incresasc
proposal has in it a detailed
schedule of where the money could
be spent.''
He also !iees making ur;c of
existing facilities an area of prime
concern. " It irks me to see the
wasted facilities we're letting get by.
The main a ttraction in the Ordway
student center is the TV.

Watson eyes changes within the
Student Government itself. "We
need to enforce the absenteeism
rules. There should be none of the
habitual excuses now allowed. Four
or five absences, excused or not,
should be allowed." (As of now, if a
member has three unexcused absences he is subject to appear before
the Judicial Board.)
Watson believes this election is a
turning point for three reasons.
"First, all the competition for offi ces, attributable to the coalition, is
encouraging. Then there's the fee incr ease a nd fi nally the rea lignment of
the MSU administra tion."
Roger Watson feels he is qualifi ed
for t he job. He says, " Bei ng
treasurer, I know the financia l
situation of both the MSU student._q
and the Student Government as opposed to other schools in similiar
situations. I've developed fine
r e la tion~hips with many ad ministrators and we don' t hesitate
to ta lk.
" I see my role as being the one to
motivate people to work; one person
ca n't run Student Government.

On the subject of open housing
policies, Boyd commented, "1t seems
MSU is going about the whole thing
backwards. The University maintains that most parents want their
daughters to be put under lock and
key. If that' s the case, instead of a
girl having to get her parent's permission to live in a no-hours dorm,
her parents should have to request
that their daughter be assigned to a
closed-hour dormitory.''
In summing up his campaign
position, Boyd said, "I would like to
see the s tudents bring any
suggestions they may have to me.
Whether it' s for one student or
many, I'd be glad to take their
suggestion to the Student Government. No matter who is in the
organization, I feel the students
should make their wishes known. If
I'm elected they won't have to bitch
at me forever to get me to try to get
something done.' '
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Bicentennial competition to be held

Purchase Poets Club to sponsor contest
The J ackson Purch ase Poetry
Contest sponsored by the Purchase Poets Club in Murray
and the Paducah -McCracken
County Bicente nnial CommiSSion is one of t hree
statewide contests being staged
in conjunction with the Bicentenn ial Celebration . The Cobb
Award competition and The
Alben Barkley Ora torical Contest are the other two. Winners
will be announced at the
Jackson Purchase Festival in
July.
The ,Jackson Purchase Pot>lry
Contest is open to any Kentucky r(•sident. The thn•e
categorie!l are free verse, rhyme
and student cumposition. Each
will be judged separately and
the third category will be
limited to student." enrolled in
elementary, junior high and
high &choul.
The Nubject of the poetry
must pertain t.o Ken tucky
history over the last 200 years
and each entry must not exceed

30 lines. Poets may enter as
many original selections as
they wish, however, the fee per
entry is $1.
J udges for the contest will be
Dr. L. J. Hortin, chairman of
the department of Journalism,
Murray State University and
member of The Jackson Purchase H istorical Society; Mrs.
Eve Alderdice, Mayfield,
published poet and representative of the ,Jackson Purchase
Poet." Club; Mrs. Linda Reeder,
Lone Oak, president of the
Kentucky State Poetry Society;
and Miss Vicki Russell,
Paducah, chairman of the contest'.
Entries should he moiled to
Vicki Russell, 141 Glenn St.,
Paducah, Ky. 42001 and should
be typed and double-spaced on
standard size paper. Title of
the poem, name, address. and
phone number of entrant
should be sent with the entry
fee. Checks should be made
payable to the local com-

mission. Entries will be accepted as of March I with the
deadline in May.
The Cobb Award will be
given in memory of the lat.e
Pad ucah humorist and a uthor,
Irvin S. Cobb. It is pa tterned
after the 0. Henry Award
which Cobb won, and is intended to perpetuate the short
story form of literature. A $500
dollar prize and bicentennial
medallion will be given to the
winner. Final will be held on
July 5 in the garden of the
Pa d ucah Publ ic Library.
,Judges for this event will be announccd at a lntt>r dat(•
Acrording to Dan Kreutzer.
local program coordinator, a
1,500 word limit has been set
for the s tories. Entries must be
in bv June 1 and should be
mailed to Tom Sutherland,
director, Cobb Award Competition, Paducah Area Public
Library, Paducah, Ky.
The Barkley Oratorical Con-

test is a memorial to the late
Alben Barkley, former U.S.
vice-president known for his
"fiery oratory." It is open to
Kentuckians high school age
and over.
An original seven-minute
speech must be given before a
panel of judges on the day of
competition, tentatively set for
July 4. A ca11h award of $500
along with a medallion will go
to the winner.

Elect
Debbie West
Sophomore Treasurer

---··---·----

(J>d. P olitical Ad)

* Vote *

Mary Nell Smith to discuss

Bicentennial plans March 30
Kentucky's Bicentennial will
be featured March 30 at a 6:30
p .m . dinner meeting of the

Jackson Purchase Historical
Society at the Holiday Inn in
Mayfield.
Dean
Wilson
Gantt,
president of the Historical
Society, has announced that the
l>peaker will be Mrs. Mary Nell
Smith, western director of Kentucky Historical Celebration
Commission uf Bowling Green.
The rnnjor theme for Kent

\

J

Ken Harrell

tucky's Bicenten nial program is
"Kentucky Pioneers New Frontiers."
Rese r vations-· S:J .SO
per
plate--may be made with Miss
Margaret Heath, 1202 Maple
Street, Benton, secr etary treasurer.
The Society has approximately 150 members in
the eight Purchase Countries:
Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle,
Fulton, Hickman, Graves, Mart;hall and McCracken.

For
Sophomore Representative
(Pd. Political Ad)
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M rs. M a r garet Truman
Da niel. daughter of the late
President Har ry S. Truman,
has been invited to serve as one
of the judgea. David Barkley,
son of the late vice-president
will present the awards.
The oratory contest is span sored by t.he Paducah McCracken County B ictJn tennial Commission, the
Democratic party and the
Toastmasters Club.
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FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE

Crises in America

SprinJ Seme.ter 1174

Nader, Udall, Sussman, Hume to be f eatured
by Student Government's annual I nsight series
By SALLY HOBACK
Newa E di tor

Insight '74 will featu re consumer advocate Ralph Nader,
conservationist Stuart Udall
and Washington newsmen
Barry Sussman and Britt
Hume in Lovett Auditor ium
April 2-4 .
Thl· topic for the annual symJ)(>sium will be '"An Insight Into
Domestic Affairs: Crisis in
America." The lectures will
begin each night a t 8 p.m.
Sponsored by t.he Studen t
Government Association and
the Student Activities Board,
the series began in 1969 and is
designed to educate and expose
students a nd interested people
to issues in today's world.
April 2, the series will begin
with Udall who will speak on
'"Crisis in Our Environment."
Udall is former Secretary of the
Interior and one of the nation's
leading conservationists. He
has written two testimonials
urging that the wast.e and greed
of the nation be stopped and
has co-authored a nationally
syndicatl:'d column on environmental issues.
Nader, America' ~:~ foremost
consumer advocate, has been
uncovering consumer's rights
and educating the publi<· about
these rights for nearly twenty

years. His l nBight topic will be
"Crisis in Consum erism . ''
Nader's Raiders were formed
in 1968, and work to inform
and protect the consumer.
"Crisis in Confidence" will
be d iscussed April 4 by Hume
and Sussman. The two men
have been exposing scandals in
Washington.
Hume, a free lance writer,
took a lead from Dita Beard
and opened the door on the Intern ationa l Telephone a n d
Telegraph Co. scanda l, the fi rst
of the Nixon Administration
scandals. He a lso told the story
on the corrupt ion of the United
M ine W orker s' un ion, including t he d etails of the
Joseph Yablonski murders. He
is editor of the journalism
review MORE.
An editor of the Washington
Post, Sussman coordinated the
Watergate investigation. He
was removed from his duties as
city editor to work exclusively
on Watergate, for which he
won, along with two reporters,
the Drew Pearson Foundation
Award.
Non-students may purchase u
$2.50 ticket and attend all
three sessions. The tickets are
on sale in the Waterfield
Student Union Bldg. and Scott
Drugs. Students who present
their ID cards will be admitted
free.

Schedule for Day Classe1
Saturday, April 27

Monday, April 29

ABA gires gmnt
for new Institute
A $3,000 grant has been
awarded to the political srience
department by lhe American
Bar Association to be used for
a th ree-week " Institute on
Democracy
and
Totalitarianism" this summer.
The Institute will run from
J une 10-28, five days a week.
Dr. Far ouk Umar, chairman
of the political science department and director of the Institute, said tha t emphasis will
be placed on constitutional
dem ocracy as practiced in the
United States a nd forms of
totalitarianism in other cou ntries.
The Institute, according to
Um ar, is ma inly to serve
teachers, especially those in
second ary ed u cation and
gr aduate stu de n ts. Three
semester hours of gr aduate
credit can be earned bv attending the I nstitute · and
registering for POL 64 7
Seminar.
Among t hose who have tentatively a ccepted an invitation
to speak at the Institute is the
current chief justice of the Kentucky Court of Appeals, Judge
Earl Osborne.
Dr. Umar feels that tht> Institute will provide a needed
service to the University and
the region. "If it is successful it
has the potential of being continued every ~ummer and expanded into other areas," he
said .

...
..,__

arrangements to attend the
tryouts.
Girls with previous twirling
and majorette line experience
in high school who will be
students at Murray next fall
are encouraged to audition.
" All positions in the line are
open each year," Reichmuth
emphasized. I hope to receive
about 30 applicants."
Auditions consist uf performing a solo routine from
three to six minutes long, marching to band percussion
cadences and learning an impromptu routine taught at the
audition. Judging is based on
showmanship, routine variety,
speed control and precision,

tl:OO
10:30
1:30

8:30 M WF classes
2:30 MWF daasea
9:30-10:45 TTh dasses
11 :30 MWF ("lll88ell
10:30 MWJo' clases
1:30-2:45 TTH clasaes

Ralph i'l•d••r

Tuesday, April 30

8:00
10:30

t:ao
WednPsday, May 1

8;00
10:30

1:30

Thursday, May 2

8:00
10:30
1:30

9:30 MWF classes
I :3(1 MW~' clat~st>s
8:00.9.15 TTh classes
7:30 MWF classes
12:30 MWF classes
ll::J0-12:45 TTh classe"
3:30-4:45 TTh claS&t~s
3:30 M WF cla,;ses
4:30 MWF cl8.88ell

S ch e dule for Evening and Satur day classes
Saturday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
'fhurl!day

Saturday, Apri l 27
Monday evening, April 29
'fueAday evening, April 30
Wednesday evPning, May 1
Thunday e\'ening, May 2

In clas~<es with laboratory periods, l:'ither the class period or the
laboratory period may be used.

FRESHMEN
Elect:

BILL BRIGGS
YOUR '74-'75
Sophom o r e Class
V Ice-President

Thoroughbred Band schedules
majorette auditions April 27
Majorette auditions for the
1974-75 " Marching Thorough.
bred Band" will be April 27 at
Murray State University.
According to Roger Reichmuth, marching band director,
the auditions are being announced several weeks in advance to give candidates time
to work on routines and make

8:00
10;:10
1:ao

Pd. Political Ad

~:~moothness a nd gracefulness
.and general appearance.
To include from four to eight
girls next year, the majorette
line will be featured with the
ba nd at all appearances.
Majorette members feature
solo routines at home basketball games, and prec is ion
routines with the band are also
included in a majorette's
position.
Applications and further in·
formation can be obtained by
contacting Roger Reichmuth
Marching Band Director, Third
Floor, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University, Murray, Ky., 42071
(telephone 762-4151 ).

You Are Welcome When
You Worship With Us
University
Church of Christ
Sunday

9:30 a.m. Bible Study
10:30 a.m. Worship
7:00 p.m. Worship

Wednesday

7:00 p.m. Bible Study

Roger WATSON
For
VIce-President OF Student Government

- EXPERIENCED

-·

106 North 15th Street

Vote

-DEDICATED

~~\

-ACTION
FOR THE
STUDENTS

(Pd. Political Ad)
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Six foreign language majors
win department scholarships

F O REIGN LANGUAGE acho larsbipa were
awa r dc.>d to (left to righ t), Vicki Park11, Dia n e
Carpenter, Timothy Edington, Karon Corley,

Scholarships were awarded
to six. atudents majoring in a
foreign language by the department of foreign languages, according to John W. Fergu!'lon,
chairman of the department.
Dianne Carpenter, a French
and psychology major from
Mayfield, won a $75 French
!!Cholarship, as did Lisa Myers,
a Mortons Gap French major.
Karon Corley, a Marion
English and French major, won
a $100 French scholarship.
A $75 Spanish scholarship
went to Timothy P. Edington, a
Poplar Bluff, Mo. political
science and Spanish major.
English and German major
from Paducah, Karen Morton,

Photo by Wilaon Woolley
Li1111 Myere and Karen Morton. The money was
raieed by th e language clu bs' various activities.

San Francisco to host business society

Four students to attend National Conference
Four members of the Phi
Beta Lambda ch apter at
Murray State will represent
Kentucky in competition at th e
professional business society's
National Leadership Conference in San Francisco, June
20-22.
Earning the r ight to advance
to the national conference by
winning honors at the State
Leadership Conference in Bardstown, Feb. 28-March 2 were:
Ed Cook, Collinsville, IlL,
senior business education
major, who won the first place
award as M r. Future Business
Teacher.
Katie Kemp, M urray,
sophomore with an area in
business education, who won
the first p lace award in the
'Executive Typist competition.
James Stoffer, New Madrid,
Mo., formerly of Murray, senior
markelin~ and speech major,
who won the first place award
as Mr. Future Business
Executive.

Mary Devine, Murray,
freshman busine88 major, who
placed
second
in
the
vocabulary relay and will be a
member of the Kentucky team
in that competition.
Marsha Sledd, Murray, a
junior with an area in business
educa tion,
was
elected
historian of the state Phi Beta
Lambda organization during
the Bar dstown meeting, a nd
Mrs. LaVerne Ryan, assistant
professor of business education
and state adviser for Phi Beta
Lambda, was presented a
plaque for outstand ing service.

IICOr e&.

The first place scholarship
is $200 a nd second and third
place awards are $100 each for
stu de nts atten ding M urray
State.
.
During the testing, the sponsors (area high school
chemistry teachers) have an opportunity for fellowship with
other high S<:hool teachers and
to meet and visit with the MSU
chemistry faculty on a tour of
the department. The tournament also gives sponsors opportunity for some comparison
of their students with other
a rea student.q.
Following the testing and a
break for refreshments, the
students will attend a ~;eminar
and a presentation of awards.
Dr. •Jane Miller, of the the
University of Missouri at St..
Louis, will speak at the

Ot hers who attended the
state conference from Murray
State were: Connie Berryman,
Mayfield sophomor e; Sam
Devine, Calvert City senior;
Gretta Gardner, Paducah
jun ior ; Marsha Green, Benton
graduate student; Cindy
Parker, M urray ~oph'omore;
Ph il Shemwell, Pa ducah freshman: and Dr. Robert Underwood. assistant professor of
marketing and adviser to lhe
Murray State chapter of Phi
Beta Lambda.

Veterans
All veter a ns who plan to atte n d spring i nterae••i o n
a nd/ or • um me r school a n d
desire a d van ce paym e nt a
sh ould make th t>ir Intentio ne
kn o wn to h it office im med i ately. No a d vance
p ay m e nt& fo r ep r iniJ i n t eraession can be a cct>pted after March 29 and n o a d vance
paymen ta for summer ech ool
can be acc~pted after April
30, according to ,J.D. Rayburn,
coordinator for veteran s a(.
fair • on campue.

Other Murray State students
who won recognition in the
State Leadership Conference
competition were:
Beth Cooper. Owensboro
senior1 second place in Miss
Future B usiness Executive;
Elmer Cummings, Cairo, Ill.,
junior, third place in Mr.
Future Business Executive;

Chemistry students compete
today for annual scholarship
Today at 12:30 chemistry
students from western Kentucky high schools will meet in
Blackburn Science Bldg. to
compete in Mur r ay State
University's third annual
Chemistry Scholarship Tournament .
T he 33 students and their
sponsor s, after registration, wiU
be given a tour of the chemistry
department unt il the tests start
at 1:30. Each participating
sch ool may enter three senior
students to compete in a compreh ens ive chemistry h igh
school examin ation compiled
by the faculty. T hree scholarships will be awarded as a
result of th e examination

Car o lyn Venable, Murray
senior, and Donna Ramsey,
Greenville senior , second and
third place respectively in Miss
Future Business Teacher; and
Susan Sanderson, Paducah
graduate student, third place in
Senior Secretary.
The Murray State Phi Beta
Lambda cha pter won t hree
second place awards in chapter
activity report, community service project and best local
chapter scrapbook and a third
place award in t ravel.

won a $75 German scholarship,
and Vicki Parks, Paducah, a
Spa nish a nd social work major,
won a $75 Spanish scholarship.
Faculty of the department of
foreign languages appoints in
committee the students to
receive the scholarships on the
basis of their grade point
averages. This year grade
points of winners ranged from
3.98 to 3 .77.
In previous years, only freshmen were eligible, but the
policy has been changed to include upper classrnen as well,
though their class is not considered heavily•in the selection
according to Ferguson. Scholarships are awarded only to
language majors.
The money for the scholar.!!hips is obtained by activities of
the various language clubs, including such projects as the
recently sponsored Mardi Gras.

seminar, which is open to the
public at 3::JO in Room 320 of
Blackburn Science Bldg. Her
topic will be: "The French
Revolution and the Chemical
Revolution."
Awards .vill be presented at
4:30. Coffoe will be served in
the third floor foyer.

RESTAURANT

1474-22021

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS

OPEN MOll.

CHICK Ill

TO SAT.

ITE&K

4100 Plll- 8100 PM
OPEN IUN.
11:30 AM-8:34PM

IHIIIIIP
COUIITIY NAill

• As4 Us About Our Box«/ Tf~Ae Out Dinn•n

U.S. HWY. II - NEAR KY. LAKE STATE PAI\K
AURORA RD.

If Streaking is Your BagBaby, Glad Rags is Not For You
Cause...

Has the Coolest Rags in Town!
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Ar e you ph ysi ca lly p repared for spring?

Tone up muscles forsumm er fashions
By NANCY KELLY

cise might loosen up the
"other" set of muscles reserved
Fun in the sun, clear skies, for summer usage only.
Usually a main trouble area,
warm weather and all the other
attributes of spring are just t.he midriff, can be easily whip·
around the corner. But are you ped into shape with the faithful
ready? No, I mean physically practice of these exercises
ready. Are you really prepared recommended by health adto don your skimpies and peek· vocate Selma Erlen:
a-boos, and not just wear them,
1.) Sit with your legs crossed,
but wear them proudly?
the left in front of the right,
Clothes serve a dual purpose; place your bands on your
that of enhancing nature's knees, with your chin on your
physical endowments as well a~; chest and bend forward at your
providing a necessary covering. waist. Holding your ston1ach
But, if winter has been ex· muscles tightly, bounce forward
ceptionally good to you by at you waist eight times.
allowing you to loll around and
2.). Turning your left leg to
sample various goodies over the left side, bounce eight more
the holidays and during trips times, keeping your head held
home, as well as letting you high so you can touch your
munch on midnight snacks chest with your right thigh
while studying, then you might bouncing at the waist.
need a hand in getting in to last
3.) Turning left to face your
year's halter tops, hot pants, feet, straighten your legs and
bounce over them eight times
shrinks and cut-offs.
If so, a little exercise might trying to flatten your body on
be just the thing to firm you up your thighs with each bounce.
in the right places. And, if
4.) Separate your legs as far
you're not a little overweight or as possible while you stretch
Aut. Feature Editor

slightly disproportioned, exer·

down through your ankles, in·

steps and toes. Finish the exercise with eight more bounches
at the waist. To repeat the
exercise, recross your legs with
the right one in front to
strengthen the other side.
Another exercise to work on
stomach and leg muscles is this
one:
l.)Lying on your back with
the soles of your feet on the
floor and arms extended
sideways, swing your right leg
across the left knee and return
it.
2.) Then swing the . left leg
across the right knee and
return it. Alternating legs,
repeat this portion of the exercise L6 times.
3.) Start swinging the right
leg across the left knee again,
but as you swing and return the
leg to starting position, pick up
the left leg to start it swinging.
The exercise will look and feel
like a t'.artwheel movement as
both legs will be swinging at
the same time.
To shape too-well rounded
hips and

tighten stomach

muscles, this may help:
1.) Lying in a straight line on
your back with the arms ex.
tended sideways, bend your left
knee, folding it under your
body, while you roll on your
hips to the left and swing your
straight right leg across the
bent left one.
2.) Staying on your left hip,
bend your right knee and stack
it on top of the left one.
3.) Stretch and straighten
your legs at right angles to your
body.
4.) Work very hard to keep
your shoulders pinned to the
floor, and pull your stacked
legs along the floor down to the
starting position.
To gain a complete trim up of
the prone weight gain areas;
the waist, stomach and seat,
muscles can be exercised in this
way:
1.) While sitting on the floor
with parallel legs stretched forward and paralle l arms

reaching forward at the chest
level, keep your legs straight aR
you travel forward on your seat
through eight counts by moving
fir-Rt your right hip forward and
then your left hip.
2.) Cross your arms on the
crown of your head, place the
soles of your feet together and
bend forward in your waist and
do eight waist bounces.
3.) Placing both of your feel
on your right side with your
hands on the floor at hip level,
bend forward in your wai11t and
bounce eight ti~es once again.Try to touch your chest to your
left thigh with each bounce of
the waist. Be sure to keep your
head held high as you bounce.
Change your feet to your left
side so this part of the exercise
can be repeated.
So there you have it, with a
little effort you can work
miracles. Be totally ready for
spring in mind, in spirit and in

BODY.

For Embroidery

The rite of spring

• Patterns

Stravinsky offers spring tribute

• Thread

By LINDA MURPHY
Feature Editor

"The prete:xt of the
prehistoric birth of Spring 1uuJ
suggested to me the con·
atruction of the work which I
haue called Le Sacre Du Prin·
temos .... Le Sacre e:xisu as a
piece of music, fi,..t and kut."
These are the words of the
Russian composer Igor Stravinsky. Whether you know mut~ic
or not, perhaps one of the
nicest ways to recognize the
coming of Spring, is to listen to
a record ing of Stravinsky's
"The Rite of Spring."
Although he probably had a
few other motives in mind,
Stravinsky did compose the
"Rite of Spring" with the
rebirth of nature after the cold
winter. He wanted to exprell8
the victory of the sun in
regaining its light and heat.
Slavonic ritual
In a letter, a friend of
Stravinsky's, Roerich gave a
description of Stravinsky's
course of action for the spring
rite ballet. In it he said that,
"the first set should transport
us to the foot of a sacred hill, in
a lush plain, where Slavonic
tribes are gathered together to
celebrate the Spring rites. In
this scene, there is an old witch
,who predicts the future; a
marriage by capture; round
dances. Then follows the most

HUIE'S

Flower Shop

solemn moment. The wise elder
is brought from the village to
imprint his sacred kisa on the
new-flowering earth; and
during this rite the crowd it.
seized by a mystic terror."
The second scene, he went on
to say, would be a celestial
mystery--with dancers on the
sacred hill who choose the victim they will honor, and the old
men dedicate the victim to the
god, Yarilo. These "pictures of
pagan Russia" were divided
into two parts, The Adoration
of the Earth (Day), and The
Sacrifice (Night).
The sacrifice of the individual was to recognize the
regeneration of human life, and
also emphasize the mental awe
that is aroused by the natural
coming of spring.

campus, it may be worth a few
minutes to step inside the Fine
Arts Bldg., find the record, and
listen to this piece of music-per~ps you'll appreciate the
sprmg even more.

• Fabric

Monlque Fabrics
Cent 1 Shopping Center
ra
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Check the
· Qualifications for

David O'Daniel
Sophomore
Class President

Appreciate • pring
Since this "awe of Spring"
has definitely hit the Murray ·

(Pd. Political Ad)

****************
Nancy Spann
For

Sophomore·

1 Block
From Campus

Representative
Phone 753-3981
111 S. 15th

(Pd. Political Ad)
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Victor Olazabol tours the
States on thumb power
By STEVE VIED
At this time the adventurous
Sp(>cial Writer
Cuban refugee decided to see
In 1929, 20-year-old Victor the country for himself. He was
Olazabol boarded a banana boat equipped with only two phrases
in Havana, Cuba, and set out of English--"Piece a pie," and
for the United StateR with ad- "Glass a milk." This, along
venture on his mind. A week with about $50 and a healthylater he stepped on to a New humb, took him from coast to
Orleans dock and first saw the coast.
land he had dreamed of. By the
Today, with proud words
time anot.h(•r week had passt•d, 11tecped in a dassk Spanish ache found himself in a small cent, Olazabol recalls, "I had a
Arkansas community, chopping big map of United States and I
wood to pay for hi~ meals and a
marked where I wanted to go
place to sleep.
by hitchike. I wa11n't afraid of
Now,
45 years
later an)thing back in those days."
Olazabol leads a quiet life in a
Victor Olazabol still retains
modest home in Murray. But that firey spirit and gutsy inunlike his neighbors, Olazabol dividualism that enabled him to
has a unique story to tell, one overcome some high hurdles in
that sounds a little like the true his life, like the time when he
American success story, but returned to Cuba in 1951 to
more like the dreams of many operate his own business.
of today's young people who
After almost nine years of
like to think of just taking off successful management his
and hitting the highways with small business in Havana was
little conc-ern for the material whisked away by the Comnecessities of life just a sleeping munist revolution of Fidel
bag thrown over the shoulder Castro a long with all the other
and adventure for sustenance. private businesses in the counOlazabol left his small home try.
town of Camaguey, Cuba, just
Olazabol was left with
as the Great DepreSBion of the
'30's tightened 1ta grip on the a wife and a six-year-old son,
United States . The wood- but he wa11 lucky. His drive for
chopping job in Meana, Ark., freedom,
born
on
t he
highways of America 30 years
lasted six months.

before, was satisfied when in
1961 , he was allowed to return
with his family to the United
States. With only the clothes
they were wearing and $1 00
given to them by Amt>rican
authorities, Vidor Olazabol,
now with his family, oncP agam
stood free to make his own
decisions.
Hi~ fir11t decision was to look
for work. He and his wife. a
regi~tered nurae in Cuba. were
found jobs in Murray by the
refugee authorities in Miami.
His only stipulations were that
the place where he would Jive
and work have good schools for
his sons education and 1t good
community to rai~~e his family.
It was in 1939, that Olazabol
began his hitchhiking trek
across the continent. First stop
was St. Louis, then to Chicago
and Milwaukee and back to
Chicago. By this time his

Victor Olazabol

thumb
wassetsufficiently
in
and he
out for thebroken
west. • · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. .
Hitchiking by day and camping by night, California came
easily. Two days there and be
started on the return trip to
New York, hoping to find some
old friends in that metropolitan
jungle. He entered the city
grandly; riding through the
Holland Tunnel on a telephone
pole truck.
With $1.50 in his pocket
and two restful nights in
Central Park he found his
friends and t~·o jobs, the first a
busboy, and the other a laborer
in a Ford Motor Company factory.
[t was only after 18 years of
hard work and diligent saving
(Pd. Political Ad)

Elect

Jim Belt
Senior Class
President

Tues., March 19

=========================i

VICTOR OLAZABOL and bis eltrbt-year·old daughter, Lillian,

display creative work done by 19-year-old Victor Jr. who ls a
freshman at MSU, majoring in manufacturing and technology.
Viotor hopes opportunitlc11 tor education bere In the United
States will give his children a wider selection In deciding their
life endeavors,

that Cuba
Victor for
Olazabol
returned
to
hi~ ill-fated II
business venture.
But even so. the Olazab01'11
are now a bappy family. Victor
Jr., 19, is fulfilling one of his
father·~ dreams by attending
Murray State University. His
eight-year-old daughter Lillian
has new schools to attend and
both have the opportunity to
decide what they want to do
with their lives. To a man like
Victor Olazabol, this is im~rtan~

CAN YOU LOSE WEIGHT?
CAN YOU FIRM AND TONE?
CAN YOU BUILD?
YES!!!
at

United Figure Salon
We

have

the

most

modern

equipment

designed exclusively for women.

Call 753-6881
FOR APPT. & FREE FIGURE ANALYSIS,
NO OBLIGATION

~---

There is
no finer
diamond
rin1
Perfect clarity, fine
white color and precise
cut distinguish Keepsake
diamond rings, famous for
quality, beauty·and
styling. Keepsake
permanently registers
your ring and assures
trade-in value with
protection against loss.

SPECIAL OFFER $13.25 PER MONTH
COMPLETE 3 MOS. PLAN UNLIMITED
VISITS. STEAM BATHS AVAILABLE

UnitedExelu1ivl/y
Figure
Salon
for Womsn

Furches Jewelry

Central Shopping Center (Next to Big B Cleaners)

.

Hours: 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Mon•.fri. 9 a.m.-3 p.m. Sal

YOUR AUTHORIZED KEEPSAKE JEWELER
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Granted 10 week exchange to Soviet Union

Dr. Keller to study at Moscow State University
By KATJE PASCHALL
Reporter

Dr. Howard Keller, an
associate professor in the
department
of
foreign
languagl'fl, has been awarded a
ten.week 11ummer exchange to
the SCiv iet Union by the
American Council of Learned
SO<'ieties.
Dr. Keller will study and live
tlll
the campus of Moscow
State University. He will attend
"~;petskur!!" or ~pecial courses
designed
especially
for
foreigners. These are short
courses to be taught by leading
Russian
authorities
in
linguistic~ and literature. Dr.
Keller said, "All classes will be
conducted in RuB.'!ian. We will
be able to speak only Russian
to other members of the party."
Dr. Keller explained that his
actual grant is membership in
the exchange. "The Americans
pay air fare. The Russians will
give me free housing and
tuition, and pay me an
allowance of three roubles a
day. That's about $5 or $6
dollars which should just about
meet expenses."
"The Russians will be giving
us a grand tour through the
Soviet Union," Dr. Keller said.
"They love to show their own
country off to ita best advantage."

Dr. Howard Keller
On Dr. Keller's Russian
itinerary will be a visit to a new
system of self-contained
research communities made up
of scientists and professors.
These research enlaves, called
"academic villages," are
located near the larger cities of
central Russian and Siberia.
Dr. Keller pointed out that
he will be able to see how the
Russian tradition of regional
universities is working. "The

universities are set much like
the system we are working out
here in Murray," Dr. Keller
said. ''Each of the 15 union
republics has a major university and several minor universities. The function of each
unive rsity is planned in
Moscow. With this planning,
they can decide what role each
university will play in meeting
the needs of the country."
The Russian members of the

TVA adds 70 new campsites;
announces educational addition
The Land Between The
.Lakes, a 170,000-acre national
outdoor recreation and environmental education center
16 miles from Murray, recently
announced
some
new
educational addations including
the Apollo Project, an innovative project in outdoor
education and survival.
The Apollo Project involves
students from Upward Bound
programs in 18 states and is
conducted under the auspices
of the Upward Bound program
at MSU. Apollo consists of four
~~eries, based on length of stay.
It includes such activities as
compass and map reading,
caving, sailing, canoeing, grappelling, astronomy and geology.

exchange, who will be studying
at thl' University of Michigan
in Ann Arbor, will be given a
comparable tour through the
United States. According to Dr.
Keller, the U.S. State Department will take the Russians to
places such as San Francisco
and the Grand Canyon.
This will be Dr. Keller's
second consecutive visit to
Russian. Last summer he wa~
in Moscow and Leningrad on a
two-month grant from the
National Endowment for the
Humanities doing research
work on the changing attitudes
toward Russian authors.
"Last year," said Dr. Keller,
''we stayed in hotels where only
foreigners could stay. All the
rooms were bugged. But of
course, it is understood
anything a foreigner says may
be overheard. The rooms at the
university this summer will
probably be bugged, too.''
During Dr. Keller's visit last
summer, he was able to meet
and speak with several Russian
writers. He visited with
Alexander Pasternak, brother
of the late Noble Prize winner
Boris Pasternak, who wrote
"Dr. Zhivago." He also did
research at the Lenin Library

in Moscow, the second largest
library in the world.
But to Dr. Keller the most
interesting part of his trip was
talking to the Russian people.
''The average Russian," explained Dr. Keller, "does not
speak a word of a foreign
language. But they are madly
curious about Americans. Last
summer my wife and I would
go to the country and eat in a
country restaurant where
usually only Russians ate. (ln
town, we were kept in strictly
tourist restaurants.) The
Russian tradition of sitting at
least four people at one table
would lead to a two-hour conversation when the strar..gers
we sat down with learned we
were Americans."
Or. Keller believes these trips
to Russia will make him a better teacher. "The foreign
language department
is
changing its orientation. We
are teaching language in terms
of culture now. The best way to
learn a language is to understand the culture. Instead of
simply reading dull, lifeless
essays, I will be able to show
slides and tell about the
traditions of the country and
what the people are like."

Elect
Bob Boeshel
Junior Class

All are designed to develop

National Park Service, Dover,
motivation and ~elf-confidence Tenn . ; Scout Troop 501,
in the students.
Clarksville; Scout Troop 514;
Another addition to the LBL and TV A. The trail follows
is an experimental campsite. generally the same ridges
Because camping continues to where General Ulysses S. Grant
be
the
most
popular led his troops toward the caprecreational activity with ture of Fort Donelson .
visitors, 70 new experimental
Also, the Environmental
camping units are under con- l<~ducation Center is offering
struction at Hillman Ferry "Trail of These Hills," an
Campground. Various design11 audio-visual trail to show
are being used to determine the visitors how t.he forest can
most effective one for users, create homes for wildlife,
and to provide the opportunity provide a timber supply and
for college students to conduct still serve as a recreation area
demonstration research testa.
for man.
A 26-mile trail system near
In the future, the Kentucky
the former Civil War site of and Tennessee state parks and
Fort Henry opened in the fall TV A will co-sponsor special
with the help of: college weekend programs on the Civil
students; historians; the 1 War, archaeology and nature.

VIcePresident
Tuesday,
March 19
(Pd. Political Ad)

Vote
Tues., March 19

Jerry's Special

T-BONE STEAl
Monday& Wednesday- 4:30 to 9 P.M.

For

Kim
Stubblefield

$2.29
Steak char-hroilc>d "'A~
you Likf' It" with choice
of ha kE>cl or Fre n c~h frit·d
Idaho Potatof'~, critS JI
t os~cd ~a l afl. uud hot
rolls.

SOUTH 12th ST.

MURRAY

Student
Government
Secretary
(Pd. Political Ad)
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National League for Nursing
evaluates program at Murray
By PAT BRYAN
Reporter

The nursing department of
Murray State University has
recently been host to a
visitation team representing
the National League for Nursing. The team, consisting of
Or. Jannetta MacPhail, dean of
the School of Nursing at Case
Western Reserve University in
Cleveland, and Faye McCain,

professor of medical surgical
nursing at the University of
Michigan in Ann Arbor, was on
campus to evaluate the school's
nursing program for renewal of
accreditation.
Also on campus during the
evaluation was Elda Hartung
of Louisville, educational consultant of the Kentucky Board
of Nu rsing E ducation and
Nurse Registration.

Photos by Keary Caiman
STUDENT NURSE, JiU Sinclair from Paducah, laughs with

Greta Rollins.

Cl~ss

While visiting the campus.
the team met with University
officials, conferred with faculty
in nursing and in supporting
disciples and visited the
hospitals and clinica l agencies
where nursing students have
their field experiences, Theee
agencies include the MurrayCaUoway County Hospital, the
Henry
County
Gener al
Hoapital at Paris, Western
State Hospital, Western Kentucky Regional Mental Health
Centers, Paducah-McCracken
County Health Department,
Christian Coun ty Health
Department and the Calloway
County Health Center.
Or. Ruth Cole, chainnan of
the department of nursing, said
the visiting team will report ita
findings and make recommendations concerning the
reaffirmation of accreditation
during a meeting of the board
of the National League of Nursing in April.
The
approximate
300
students enrolled in the nursing program at MSU have the
opportunity to attain the
bachelor of science degree.
Murray is one of only five
schools in the state of Kentucky
which offers the BS degree in
nursing, The students com·
pleting the program of 11tudy
will IX' qualified to take the
State Board of Licensing
Examination for registered
nurses.
The nursing department is
divided into five areas of instruction. The first area ,
medical-surgical, is taken in
the so homore and junior

P LAYI NG WITH Lyd ia Cathey Ia Ellea McCiuaace, stude nt
nurse from Lou isville.

years. It includes basic principles of n ursing and hospital
experience.
Basic
communication akill.a are alao included in thia division.
Maternal child care, the
second area, is contained in one
semester of the junior year. It
consists of following a particular patient through the
pregnancy and delivery.
Pediatrics is also taken in the
junior year which involves complete care of the child.
Mental health is the fourth
division of the nursing depart·
ment and is a part. of the senior
year curriculum~ This involves

participation in the Re,ional
Mental Health Program.
The fifth division is public
health. This is also included in
the senior year. It consist. of
experience in public health nursing
at
the
Paducah McCracken Cou nty Health
Department, Christian County
Health Department and the
Calloway County Health Center. The student also assists in
caring for five families.
The nursing department was
established in 1964 and accreditated in 1970. There are
14 faculty members in the
department.

Vote
Roger Watson
For VP of
Student Government
(Pd. Political Ad)
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Black forum views problems;
offers improvement programs
An open forum was held by
the Black. Advisory Council
Tuesday night. The forum,

which met in H art Hall
recreation room, was to discuss
with black students on campus

Final round of speech meet
to be held at Murmy Stnte
tomorrow says Dr. Mofield
The final day of the First
Region Speech Tournament
will be held at Murray State
University tomorrow mornjng
at 8:45 in Wrather Hall according to Dr. Ray Mofield,
tournament manager.
Approximately 300 junior
high and high school students
will be battling for individual
awards as well as earning
pointa for their schools i11 the
sweepetakes competition.
Last week Calloway County,
Paducah Tilghman and Trigg
County qualified debate teams
for the State Tournament at
the University of KentuckyLexington, April 26-27.

I b•11
•
CongressJona
1
•
•
Jl
t 0 f Jnancta y at"d
Student veteranS

An increase in financial support received from the Veterans
Administration is coming for
the 510 military veterans and
their dependents attending
Murray State University, according to J .D. Rayburn,
veterans affairs coordinator at
the University.
The bill directs that the
allowance for a single veteran
be raised from $225 to $250 per
month with comparable increases tor veter ans with
dependents. It also calls for a
13.6 per cent cost of living increase in education and
training
allowances
for
veterans attending school and
takins training under the Administration's trainin1 and
education program.
Spomored by Congressman
William Jennings Bryan Dorn
(Dem., South Carolina), chairman of the House Veterans Affairs Committee and all members of that committee, the bill
passed the U.S. House of
Representatives by a vote of
382-0.
A 140 per cent increase in the
edu cation
and
training
allowances in the eight years
the prosram has been
authorized can be seen if the
Congress appr oves the bill in
its present form, according to
Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield (Oem., First District,
Kentucky).
Chairman Dorn points out
that the House-passed bill
should further strengthen the
education
and
training
programs for Vietnam veterans
as well as provide an extension
in training time from eight to
10 years.
Vietnam veterans already
are participating in these
education programs in greater
numbers than veterans of
World War II and the Korean
War, he said.

See

INSIGHT

In the individual events,
each participant who ranka
superior is allowed to enter the
state finals. He also contributes
five points to his school's tally
for the regional sweepetakes
trophy. Those who rank excellent earn three points and
those ratt>d good score one
point.
The 14-county fmt region ineludes the eight Purchase counties and six from the Pennyrile.
The 11 individual eventa to
be judged include: analysis of
public address; broadcast announcing; dramatic literature;
extemporaneous
speaking;
oratory; poetry interpretation;
prose interpretation; public
speaking; and storytelling.
Schools now entered in the
high schoo l division are :
~urray; Ba~ard; Calloway;
Tilghman; Tngg; Benton; Farmington; Hickman; and Lone
Oak.
Teams entered in the junior
high division are: Farmington;
Calloway; Lone Oak; Brewers;
Trigg; Brazelton; and Central
of Clinton.

some of the problems they may
be having at Murray State
University.
Walter Bumphus, faculty advisor for the council said, "I
was pleased with the turn out,
everyone seemed interested and
several good problems were
brought to my attention."
Bumphus also said, "I will
do my best to help get solutions
for these problems."
The 70 or 75 students
brought up several problems.
Among these they feel a need t o
have an orientation for new
black students when they arrive
on campus. Also, it was
suggested that there be black
workers in the cafeteria, the
security office and black dorm
director&. A need for more
programs and more &Cholerships for blacka was requested.
The council is holding a
Black Awareness Week for the
whole student body to make
studenta aware of the problema.
Clu.e• a t Murray State
Unlver l lty will be d l1mia1ed
for the a 1111ual aprlnr break
at noon S aturday, Mar:-ch 23,
and re1ume at 7:30 a .m. Mon ·
day, April 1. Dr. William G.
Read , vlce- pre • i d ent f o r
acad e mic a!fa lr1, em ph ulzed
th at the d ates for the holiday
are correct a• printed m th e
omciai academic cal en d ar of
the 1974 epri ng ech e dule of
daese1.
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TODAY
Margaret Trevathan: "Library Corner;" Style show by the
music department of the Murray Women's Club and "Hobby
Shop."

MONDAY, MARCH 18
Gordon Plummer and Tom Spoernek: "Art and Leisure;"
Clell Peterson: Birds of the Jackson Purchase: Charles J .
Holmes, commissioner of the Kentucky Bureau of Correction
and "Favorite Recipe."

TUESDAY, MARCH 19
Ron Christopher: "All in the Community;" Jim Redmond:
'Learning Symposium' and Juanita Lynn: "Flower Arrangins."

WE DNESDAY, MARCH 20
Leonard Elzie, MSU economist; Ramond Roberts and Martha Robb Deale: The Department of Human Resources: Mrs. Jo
Crass: Murrey/Calloway County parks; and Foreign Student of
the Week: Hossein Halabian, Iran.

THURSDAY, MARCH 21
MSU political scientist; Jim Carlin: Educational programs;
and Wally Swa n: "Word Power."

The Plan for Improving life at MSU:
1. Equality for aU Students.

2. Student Academic Senate
3. Off Campus Housing Committee

Link Martin
For SQ President
Pd. Political Ad
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Johnny McDougal
to be seen today
on 'Inner View'
Johnny McDougal, director
of student financial aid, will be
the guest today on "Inner
View," a weekly interview
program on MSU-TV Channel
11, cablevi.sion.
According to Katie Pascha ll,
who will interview McDousal
on the show, discuasion will
range from the April 1 deadline
when applications for financial
assistance for the fall semester
are due and the qualifications
needed for rmancial aid to the
types of assistance available.
" Inner View," which is
produced by the Boysenberry
Brothers, will be aired at 6:30
p.m.
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TIM TAYLOR
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Concert tic k ets still on sale in SUB

WKMS 91.3 FM

Three Dog Night will play
Three Dog Night will be in
concert Wednesday at 8 p.m. in
the Murray State University
Fieldhouse.
Ticket sales are going well
according to a Student Government spokesman, with a lmoat

El~ie

is awarded
doctorate degree
at Florida State
Leonard T. Elzie, assistant
professor of economics, successfully defended his doctoral
dissertation at Florida State
University in February. The
title of hia dissertation was
"The Evolution of the Scarcity
Concept." The degree will be
formally awarded Elzie this
month.
A native of Tallahassee,
Elzie received his BS in 1964
and his MS in 1969 in
economics from Florida State.
He bas been a member of the
Murray State faculty since
1971.

$6,000 in tickets already sold.
Even after last fall's Ike and
Ises, an all-female rock group Tina Turner fiasco, the SAB is
will also be performing at the confident that Three Dog Night
concert. They will be playing will play here.
for Three Dog Night as the
back-up group.
Prices are $6 for a chair sea t
on the floor, $5.50 for reserved
bleacher seats and $5 for
general admission. With identification cards, Murray
students will receive a Sl
The office of school relations
discount.
Tickets are available in the and a group of Murray State
lobby of the SUB, at the Music graduates, headed by John
Center in Mayfield, Gatlin and Padgett, who is with the deparCohrs in Paducah o r by tment of education in Frankwriting: Three Dog Night fort, co-hosted a high school
Tickets, MSU Student Govern· orientation and social hour in
ment, Box 3094, University Frankfort on Sunday a fStation, Murray, Ky. 42071.
ternoon.
According
to
Charles
Some of Three Dog Night'a
top hits a re ''Out in the Coun- Eldridge, director of school
try," "Black and White," re lations, the orientation,
"One," "Joy To The World," which was held at the east
"Eli's Coming," "Easy To Be branch of the Farmer's Bank,
Hard," "It's for You," "Good was designed to talk with high
Feeling 1959," "Pieces of school students and their
April," ''Mama Told Me Not parent& who had shown an interest in Murray State. They
To Come" and "Celebrate."
discussed topics such as
scholarships and financial aid
for incoming freshmen.
One·hundred and sixty personal invitation!! were sent to
Frankfort-area students who
have been in contact with the
p.m. tonight in Lovett University. Posters with
Auditorium on the campus.
blanket invitations to the
Directed by George King, a Frankfort orientation were sent
Louisvillll senior, the 17-piettl to Henderson, Scott, Hnrrison,
group will be joined by featured Shelby and other county high
soloist Vicki Collison, a schools.
Washington, Ind. senior who
On-campus orientations were
reigned as Miss Murray State held on Jan. 28 and Feb. 18.
of 1973.
Eldridge said t.he orientation
Open to the public at no ad- programs had been "tremenmission charge, the program dously successful."
will include l!omc !!elections
Other orientation programli
new to the repertoire of the have been held in Louisville
Men of Note such as "God and
Owensboro .
Future
Bless the Child" and "Make possible sights for additional
Me Smile," both recorded by such programs arc HopkinChicago, " All Is Fair in Love," sville, Madisonville and
and modern jazz numbers en- Paducah.
titled "Raven ~peub'' and
"Bill's Blues."
Established during the big
band era of the 1940's, the
"Men of Note" band has
become a well-known musical
tradition at Murray State.
Highlight ~rformances have
been given by the group this
year at the Urbie Green
Homecoming Concert last fall
and the Miss Murray State
University Scholarship Pageant
earlier this month.

MSU graduates,

school relations
host orientation

Phi Mu Alpha's Men of Note
to give concert tonight at 8
Men of Note, the stage band
of the Phi Mu Alpha men's
music fraternity, will appear in
its annual 11pring concert at 8

Needline service
handles troubles
over telephone
Needline, a community service designed to handle any
problem, WaR initiated March
4.
By dialing 753·6333, Mon·
day, Wednesday or Friday between 9 a .m. and 4:30 p.m.
anyone can obtain help or information on where to obtain
the help needed.
Mrs. Joe Pat Ward is director of the telephone call-in service. Working with her is Mrs.
Julie H. Lovins, assistant
professor of sociology and anthropology at Murray Stale
University.
According to Mrs. Ward, the
free !lervke will expand to five
days a week if the number of
calls indicates a need for more
nours.

-

TODAY

MONDAY, MARCH 18

12 p.m. National Pre88 Club
Luncheon: King Hussein of
Jordan.
2 p.m. Cambridge Forum:
"Has Science Outlived its
Usefu!ness?"
6 p.m. Options: "St. Patrick's
Day."
7 p.m. From the Record
Library.
8 p.m. Men of Note Stage
Band--Live from Lovett
Auditorium.

12 p.m. Water Resource
Research Center.
2 p.m. Convocation for
Student Government Offices,
live from Lovett Auditorium.
6 p.m. Options: "The
Economics of Energy" and
"The Search for New Order."
7 p.m. From the Record
Library.
8 p.m. Festival USA.

SATURDAY, MARCH 16
11:30 a.m. First the Words:
First of six parts.
12 p.m. Metropolitan Opera
Live from New York City: "Les
Troyens," (Berlioz).
5 p.m. Let the Peoples Sing:
"Contemporary Music Choir."
5:45 p.m. National Collegiate
Athletic Association Hockev
Championship live from Bosto~
Garden.

SUNDAY, MARCH 17
11 a.m. God's News Behind
the News.
12 p.m. Country Music Time
2:30 p.m. Concert of the
Week: Hayden: "Quartet in GMajor;" Stravinsky:. "Trois
Piec~s;" Mozart: "Piano Quar·
tet in G-Major, K. 478;" and
Shostakovich: "Quartet No. 4."
6 p.m. Broadway and Movie
Showcase.
7 p.m. Carmen McRae, Jazz
vocalist , live from the
Smith11onian Institution.

TUESDAY, MARCH 19
12 p.m. National Press Club
Luncheon : Mrs. Virginia
Knauer, director, Office of Consumer Affairs.
6 p.m. Firing Line.
7:30 p.rn. The Sound of
Listen.
9 p.m. Jau From Both Sides.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20
9 a.m. Hearings: Joint Committee on Congressiona I
Operations
12:30 p.m. Powerline.
6 p.m. Options: Stewart
Alsop.
7 p.m. From the Record
Library.
8:45 p.m. Sigma Alpha Iota.

THURSDAY, MARCH 21
12 p.m. National Press Club
Luncheon: Sir Peter Ramsbothan, British ambru;sador to
the United States.
6 p .m . Canadian Short
Stories.
8:15 p.m. Faculty Recital:
Thomas Baker, piano, live from
Recital Hall Annex,

Re-Elect

GLORIA ROMANECK
Soph Rep
Tuesday March 19
(Pd. Political Ad)
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ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA

SOCIAL WORK CLUB

Alpha Sigma Alpha will have
their annual Spring Retreat
tonight at the lake.

The Social Work Club will
hold its next meeting Wed·
nesday, at 4:30 p.m. in Room
503, Faculty Hall.

BIOLOGY CLUB
Biology Club will have a
camping retreat at Hillman' s
Ferry this weekend. All members attending should meet
behind the Blackburn Science
Bldg. at 4 p.m. tod ay.
The next meeting will be
held in Blackbu r n Science
Bldg., Room 228 at 4:30 p.m.
Thursday. Officers will be elected at this time.

SIGMA PHI E P SILON
Tomorrow morning Sigma
Phi Epsilon will hold Easter
Seals Drive. Road blocks will
be set up at 12th and Sycamore,
16th and Main, Chestnut and
16th and 15th and Chestnut.
The brothers, pledges and little
sisters are leaving the hou11e at
7:45 a .m.
Tomorrow after noon the
pledge cla• is sponsoring a
kegger. Everyone is invited.

KAPPA DELTA
,.._

sboro; Marty Strouse, Cincinnati, Ohio; Bob Banker, St.
Petersburg, Fla.;
Fred Chumbler III, Mays
Lick ;
Steve
Meach am,
LaGrange; Tom ijolmes, Vincennes, Ind.; C'raig Manley,
Marion; Mike Jones, Granite
City, lll.; Jeff Diers, Feton,
Mich.
Out!ltanding Big Brother
award was presented to Dennis
Sturt.

Kappa Delta held its annual
Emerald and Pearl Ball lut
Saturday night at the Calloway
County Country. Club. The
evening began with a buffet
dinner. Alumnae, seniors and
pledges were introduced. Big
Brothers were introduced. They
are Richard Baker, Jackson,
Tenn.; Richard Sbockney, Dennis Belcher, Mark Roof,
Paducah; Mike Evans, Gene
Roberts, Mayfield; Bob Armbruster, John Rowland, Stu
Phillips, Dan Hutson, Toe
Dunn, Murray;
W illiam Mitchel, David
Moss, Fulton; Benny Durall,
Greenville; Dennis Sturt,
Matawan, New Jersey; Duane
Wolff,
Dave
Perkins,
Louisville; Steve Lively, Owen.

DELTA SIGMA THETA
March 16, Delta Sigma
Theta will sponaor a Delta
Dolls contest from 7:30 to 8:30
p.m. at the United Campus
Ministry. The price is $.25.
There will be a dance af·
terwards from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
at a cost of $25.

GAMMA BETA PHI
Gamma Beta Phi members
will donate blood to the Red
Cross in memory of Peay
Calhoun. Transportation will
be provided to take the volunteers to Mayfield on Tuesday at
4 p.m. An informal meeting
will also be held at this time.
The next formal meeting will
be held in Faculty Hall, Room
100 at 7:30 p.m., April 4.
Nomination of officers and ou tstanding senior will be made at
this meeting.

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Tomorrow night the brothers
of Lambda Chi Alpha will
celebrate founders day with a
dance at Calloway County
Country Club. The dance will
be from 8 p.m. until midnight.
Music will be provided by Han·
dmaid.

BAPTIST STUDE NT
UNION
The Baptist Student Union
will have vespers Monday and
Thursday nights a t 6:30.
Tomorrow is BSU Workday for
summer miuions. Call 7535771 if you have a job to be
done.
The new BSU executive
council bas been elected. The
members are Pam Rudd ,
Madisonville, president; Steve
DeV068, Titusville, Fla., vice·
president; Carolyn Henderson,

AS THEIR CONTRIBUTION to the Kentucky
Bicenten nial Celebration, eeven membere of
the p led p eta.. of the Kapp a Alpha fraternity
'tpen t Saturday dean.in• up the Bowman'•
cem etery w h e r e Nat h a n B. Stubblefield,
Murray'• inventor of rad io, It buried. The
cemetery, loca ted behind th e home of Mr. and

Hopkinsville, secretary; Gwen
Devine, Grand Rivers, Paula
Lyons, M u r ray, program;
Kathy
Skillion,
Ca diz,
devotional: Charlotte Jones,
Princeton, missions;
Waver ly Wilkerson, Hen·
derson, music; Jack Crook,
Greenville, choir director;
Sandy Tucker, Hopkinsville,
social; Greta Nichols, Owen·
sboro, Joy editor ; Tim
Langford,
Fulton,
in·
ternational; Frank Queen ,
Louisville, outreach; David
Lature, Owensboro, athletic;
Evelyn Seaton, Calvert City,
Baptist
Young
Women
president; Don Bloodworth, ·
Golo, t~tudent center; Neal
Smith, Hickory, Men for Christ;
Bill Farris, Murray, publicity.

DELTA SIGMA PHI

P h oto by Wilton Woollttv
Mrt. Milton Waltton , Old Paducah Road,
cleaned periodically by civic, Boy Scout and
fraternity ...oa pt. Shown from left are Joh n
Klemench; Newpor t Newt, Va.; David Ballard,
Bill Ferp ton and Mark Morriton, LouitvUJe;
Kevi n Floyd, Hickman County; Dennit Lakner,
Dayton, Ohio; and Tim Whelan, Flaherty.

Sigma on Wednesday night. bda will hold their annual Tor·
Another party will be held chlight Ball tomorrow evening.
Tuesday with Alpha Delta Pi. Stumpdaddy will provide the
B arry Stokes, Murr ay, musical entertainment at the
represented Alpha Omicron Pi Woodmen of the Wor ld Bldg.
in the Kappa Delta She-Ma le The for mal dance will be
Contest last night. Stokes is a proceeded by a dinner banquet
junior and a member of Sigma at the Grecian Steak House.
Chi fraternity.
Guests will include Tau Phi
Lambda actives, alumnae
TAU P HI LAMBDA
pledges and their escorts.
The sisters of Tau Phi Lam(Continu ed on page 22)

Montgomery Ward
Sales Agency

Panty-hose- 6 pair for $3.96
only 66¢ a pair

Tailored body suits - $4.99 ea.

The Delta Sigma Phi Little
Sisters have installed their
spring pledge class. The new
initiat es are: Becky R ice,
Jeanne Graven, Louisville;
Sandy Hargrove, Murray; Sandra Loyett, Ofallon, Ill.
The Beta pledge class presented the brothers with a pledge
paddle for the suite in Ordway
Hall.

formerly $7.00

Classic crepe blouse - $4.88
Ward's exclusive raft
300 lb. passenger capacity

ALP HA O MICRO N P I Alpha Omicron Pi held a
popcor n party with Alpha
Gamma Delta Tuesday evening
and one with Sigma Sigma

Chestnut Street

753-1968

Vote For
Interest, Action, and

CHANGE

Avery Boyd
For
"If I be lifted up on the earth I 'D draw
aU men unto me." John 12 :32

MURRAY CHRISTIAN fELLOWSHIP
Student Fellowship Meetings 6:30 PM Wednesday
Sunday Worship Services
10:30 AM
7:00PM
with a student oriented wor ship ser

Vice-President
OF Student Government
(Pd. Political Ad)
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Kiss my streaking shamrock

By JOHN ERARDl

I feel like Nathan B. Stubblefield did when he picked up
the Ledger & Time• one morning and read on the front page
that some crazy Italian named
Macaroni, or something like
that, had invented the radio.
I'm not going to take sides on
who should get the credit, but
the fact of the matter is I never
felt close to Stubblefield until
just recently.
You see, I was brought up on
strained spaghetti and Dago
Red formula, so naturally Marconi has always been my main
man--along with Joe DiMaggio,
Rocky Marciano and of course,
Gina Lollobrigida. Truth is, all
my playmates when I was a kid
had those olive-oil last names,
but occasionally I'd try to
befriend one of the fightin'
Irishmen on the block. As Don
of my neighborhood Junior
Mafia League. I could slip in a
McCormick, 0' Brien or O'Gan·
non now and then, when the
rest of the guys had their face
in a bowl of pasta.

It worked out well for me,
too. My mother, as Iri.!ih as the
blarney stone it~lf, rewarded
me every St. Patrick's Day with
the traditional Irish sevencourse meal: a six-pack and a
baked potato.
This treat ._was a welcome
change from all the macaroni,
but every March 17th proved
really to be a traumatic experience for me. The problem
was that aftl'r 364 straight days
on a macaroni diet, I was
toddling around the house like
a soggy loaf of Italian bread
that failed to rise.
After wolfing down my St.
Patrick's Day feast, to my
horror, I could feel the stout
inside me acting as a yeast.
Moments later, I was floating
around the living room like a
giant green gas balloon o.d. on
helium. To make it won;e,
before feeding me, Big Mama
dipped my pudgy little body in
green dye, ~tamped a shamrock
on my butt and glued the
national flag of the Emerald
Isle to my forehead .
I would have made a great
flying advertisement for an
Irish airlines.

scars of a difficult childhood
and have not been playing with
a full deck since that first
March 17th. My relationship
with my mother is still
strained, and the pressure is
almoet too great to stand. Any
day now, she could be going to
that great. potato field in the
sky, and here I'JJ be in Murray,
Ky., wishing I had let her paint
me green just one more time on
St. Patty's Day.
To use the words of the great
Irish philosopher, Barney
O'Failain, ''It's time you laddies dragged yer mither out o'
the pub, slapped 'er on the
behind, and showed 'er ye love
•er.·•
I'm going to go one up un
Barney, and do a little extra. I
think I can stand the emharassment one last time just
to see me mither's Irish eyes
twinkle again.
The time is definitely right.
Sunday is St. Patrick's Day, so
at eight o'clock in the morning-just when n true lnshman uncorks his first jug of Irish coffee--l'm going to make the
handH of time go back about 15
years. Let's bring back lho8e
good 'ol days in the Erardi
living room when I bounced
around in the green air like Ill!
obese salamander taking dancing lei!SOns.
Now, enter Nathan Stubblefield. "Stubbs" thought he
invented radio long before
Marconi set up his first tin caus

~:,~r':'e.f>hamrock

~0

I plan on having both my
parents flown in, so to keep the
peace I've invited Louis Prima
over to sing "When Irish Eye!l
Are Smiling." Just as I bear

the first note over my Nathan
Stubblefield
"Do-It-Yourself
Radio Kit,'' I'll dash from the
Administration
Building
through Deno Curris' bedroom
in Oakhurst, up the campus
into the headquarters of
Security Police, continue on to
the monument, circle it one
time, and land triumphantly in
the waiting arms of my big
Irish mama. It should be some

~Mot&~

Well, with a little " luck o'
the Irish" J shouldn't be but if
l do, I've already got it planned that I'm going to bow out
in style. As I approach the
judge, I'll plead insanity, and
to prove it, I'll drop my
drawers and tell him to kiss my
streaking shamrock.

F._ _.,IA, wtddi""' tlJI.d lril1ha will boo
publhohed under !he r<~Uiarlv t..turad ,_ ti<"'
Ju.\lu\1111 New,.,•• fnfnTll\atiun, 1nchsdln«
uamet~. hncn~n" ""' •nd tw)(lal uraantl&thtn,tt.,
i<h•.uld he •uhr•lllod IYv Mund•v hefnnt th•
l'ridn' publiaottun dole at R"""' Ill , Wll,.nn
Hall.

,,r ...

Streaking with a purpose is
what I think the MSU campus
needs more of. 'fo be sure, in
the name of St. Patrick, Nathan
B. Stubblefield, and lhe Irish
Mothers of the World, 1 have a
good cause. However, I've got
that same gut fear of all my
fellow streakers--that is, that I
could be caught and fined tr
large sum of motrcy.

ENGAGEMENTS
r .. ru1\'llf1

u••.

Tun\I»>HI\ IKIPI'• rl4..
Vaad~U'Mh,
u Kilj•fhl Eltt~Ulln) Nt•W ·lt:r ..

t u llt.•unts ShHt

rr ..

"""~·

Benrl\· ·Iran To·rrlll, Roll Oak, MICh. ' "
M1d111"l Waynf' Hlht"r1un. Murr•\o ,

p,...,

llobbit 8t!ll.
Mitn~U. '" !.orr) Wood
tSi(ma l'hl Epo1lunl, Lnuiovtllo.

MARRIAGE
l'omel• Rll•y, ~-vfl•ld, lo Grant Br•l('k
'Sian'• Ph1 Epailun), Greera\'lllc.

Elect

Gene Roberts
Student Government
President
(Pd. Political .Ad)
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Where Spring Training is Over
We Now Open The Season To
Many Dates of Bargain Prices
Tuesday, March 19, 2 P.M. to 8 P.M.
8 oz. Prime Fillet Mignon
Crisp Green Salad,
Choice of Potato and Texas Toast

$3.25
My poor Italian father never
knew what. was going on-he
was outside playing bocci with
his paesanos, $bowing off his
"I'm an Honorary Irishman"
button, while his half-breed son
danced the turantella inside.
'fhen one day while watching
Perry Mason on TV. I
discovered there were laws forbidding child abu1-1e, ttnd I
threatened to beat me' rnither
with a shillelagh if ~he persisted with her shenanigans
every St. Patrick's Day. I fell
bad about takir.g away her one
day of fun a year, but I had no
choice. I was beginning to
notice a slight green tint to my
body, and some unkind eommenl~ from the family doctor

and strings, but the slippery
Italian got the credit. Like
Stubbe, I think I deserve the
credit for doing first what
others today are getting all the
publicity for.
If you think you can get up
by 8 a.m. on Sunday, I think
you'll enjoy the show, no matter if you're Polish, Chinese or
whatever. In front of the
Nathan Stubblefield monument
on old Paducah Road, there
will be a smorgasbord of
strained macaroni and Dago
Red, as well as baked potatoes
and six-packs, whichever you
prefer. It's all on the house.
If you're juat coming mto
your dorm or apartment after
partying all night Saturday,
don't be alarmed if you see a
green-colored dude running
like a sick rabbit in front of
your car carrying an orangeand-red flag . It's not a naked
Martian who got hold of a bad
batch of Kentucky moon~hine.
Just take a close look at his
passing derriere, and if there is
a bright green shamrock tatUlOed thereon, you '11 know it is
the man with a plan.

·

$3.25

Wednesday, March 20, 2 P.M. to 8 P.M.
8 oz. Prime Fillet Mignon
Crisp Green· Salad,
Choice of Potato, Texas Toast

Thursday, March 21, 2 P.M. to 8 P.M.
Spaghetti and Meat Sauce
Crisp Green Salad and Garlic Bread

$1.48

Friday, March 22, 2 P.M. to 8 P.M.

$1.88

ALL YOU CAN EAT

Fried Catfish, White Beans, French Fries,
Cole Slaw, Hush Puppies or Corn Bread.

OUR NEW HOURS

started to

S

There's no doubt about it
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that to this da)l?u bear .the ~ ...~i....
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Movie review-- 'Executive Action '

Film no producer would dare to make
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Special Reviewer

"Perhaps Executive Action
will help reopen the investigation into the Kellnedy
murder. The film u'ill most cer·
tainly raise doubts --people who
believed the Warren Com mission Report will leave the
theatre doubting it."
Described by many early
viewers as the "film no
producer would dart! to make"
Executive Action combines
the tenAe drama and historv of
one of America's most tr~gic
events in a way seldom, if ever,
shown on the screen.
After the release of The
Warren Report,
which investigated the planning,
execution and aftermath of
President John F. Kennedy's
November
22,
1963
assassination, producer Ed-

ward Lewis began an
independant study to present an
insight into the political events
which violently altered the
course of the nation.

Veteran film stars Burt Lancaster and the late Robert
Ryan share top billing in the
production as the conspirators
in the deadly plot. Neither

Three Dog Night to present
new concept in concert sound
March 20, a new concept in
Originator of the drumming
Mac Davis a nd Helen Reddy.
concert performance will be style he calls "LAFRICAN," (a
Part of the act will highlight
presented to the Murray State mixture of Latin and African
Chuck Negron, Cory Wells and
audience. The performance will rhythms), Floyd Sneed can be
Danny Hutton's vocal skills in
be a collective effort of seven described as the undercurrent
an a cappella number and
extremely talented individuals. of energy beneath the vocal and
another section will show the
Danny Hutton, Chuck Negron, instrumental sound of Three
talents and capabilities of the
Cory Wells, Jimmy Green- Dog Night.
musicians of the group.
Jimmy Greenspoon one of
spoon, Mike Allsup. F loyd
The new show will feature
Sneed and Jack Ryland, better the most versatile musicians in
three
costume changes with 21
the band learned to play the
known as Three Dog Night.
different outfits to reflect the
Danny Hutton, the idea man piano at age six. He now plays
individual personalities of the
behind thi!l group of three five different pianos plus organ,
singers
and
four
in- working four or five sets of Dogs.
atrumentalisU1, started in the pedals at once to acheive the
The talent of these seven outmuHic business at the Walt degree of flexibility called for
standing performera joined on
the
Three
Dog
Disney studios loading and by
a unified, yet individual basis
unloading records. Since this arrangements.
should provide enthusiastic
Bass player, Jack Ryland has and enjoyable entertainment
less-than-great beginning, Huttot.
.s been with no fewer played as side man with Lou for the Murray State audience
than 11 labels ns either artist, Rawls and later toured with Wednesday night.
producer. or both.
Today, Hutton's goal in rock
Vote March 19th
is '' ... not to hit 'em in the jaw,
but to be more subtle, to enand Unite All The Students
courage people to wonder a little...to raise the level of our
showmanship in accordance
with our sense of style."
"One" and "Easy to Be
Hard" are two of the Dog's hits
highlighted by the strong tenor
Treasurer
voice of Chuck Negron.
Negron began his musical
P d. Political Ad
career as a youngster in his
native New York. By the age of
15 he wall competing in downtown Harlem's Apollo Theatre
on talent night.
Later, Negron met Danny
Hutton and joined he and Cory
Wells to round out the harmonious sound Hutton • was
searching for.
Cory Wells, a performer since
the age of seven, met Danny
Hutton on a Sonny and Cher
tour. He impressed Hutton so
much that when the concept of
Three Dog Night occured to
Hutton, Wells was the first
singer he traced down.
"Happy Song," "Storybook
Feeling" and "Into My Life"
are all originals by Mike
Allsup, "killer" guitarist and
songwriter for the Dogs.

would accept their roles until
both were convinced the film
would indeed be based upon
straight fact which would attempt to clear the muddle
which existed in the majority of
American minds.
Executive Action, was
shot entirely on location in
Dallas against more than 90
different backgrounds. The ac.
tual shooting schedule, the
locations and other details
were kept a closely guarded
secret by those participating to
avoid controversy over the
nature of the material.
Will Geer is the third conspirator, who plays Furguson in
the flick, while Lancaster and
Ryan portray Farrington and
Foster, respectively.
Producer Lewis commented
recently on the contents of the
picture, "Everything we show
about Lee Harvey Oswald and
Jack Ruby is right out of the
Warren ComiAAion's evidence.
Everything about the lack of
security in Dallas is completely
factual.
Adding to the bizar re, history
making event • is the stark

t~hooting .

Executive Action, dramatizes how a powerfu l, influential and immensely
wealthy group of men take th~
law into their hands. .and accomplish the sinister goal
which shockt'd millions that
sunny motorcade aftemoun in
DallaR.
Ironically, the role of one of
the key conspirators was tho
last for Ryan, who died of cancer on July 11
after a long
illness.
Agreeing with a statement
made by the film's producer,
"If you start with speculation
of a conspiracy, by the time the
film is over the audience will
see that it's reasonable," this
reviewer feels Execu tive Action, is more than a flick about
history...instead it's historical
in its own way.
Chances a re good you'll
leave the theater doubting the
Warren Commission regardlell8
of how you enter the aisle.

•: Dee Dee
•:
Bruce
••
•
For
••
: Senior Class
•: Treasurer
•••
I •three years experience

Gary Doda
S.G.

resemblance between the real
Oswald and actor James
MacColl who carrie~ out the
t•entu ry' s most publit•ized

•
:
:

•

•willingness to work
• not afraid to speak
for YOU!

•
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Election candidates speak
at Wednesday 's luncheon
By BARBARA HOLDEN
Special Writer

Speakers at the United Campus Ministry luncheon Wednesday were Link Martin, Lou
Turley, Avery Boyd and Gene
Roberts; 11ome of the candidates for top offices in the
student government. The candidates spoke mainly on what
they
thought
was
the
significance of these student
government elections.
Presidential candidate Link
Martin, a junior from Owensboro, said he feels that ' 'this
election will determine how active the student government
will be in the future.' ' He
would like to see student government become involved in all
aspects of .!lchool life, not just
activities and concerts. He is
concerned with the quality of
student life and would like to
see the government give attention to academic areas,
housing
problems,
food
problems, legal problems and
social problems.
Gene Roberts, also a
presidential candidate, is a
junior from Mayfield. He said
he thought this election would
"determine the responsiveness
of student government." He
said he would like to see a total
revamping of the election
process. He would also like to
see ten independents on the
Student Senate instead of the

STUDENT GOVER."'fMENT candidate. led a panel diac:uasion at
UCM. Sh own above, lef't to ript, are Avery Boyd, Gene Rober ts,
Lou Turley and Link Martin.

present two. Roberts would like
to work toward a legal
assistance seJVice; that is hiring
a student paid lawyer to handle
student's legal problems.
Avery Boyd, vice-presidential
candidate, is a senior from
Murray. Boyd would like to see
student apat.hy disappear. He
said he would Like students to
make their wants and needs
known to student gover nment
members and to see that action
is taken toward these problema.
Boyd encourages students to
stand behind their candidates
before and after elections
because they have the 'power'
to solve problems.

MARCH 15-17

MARCH 17

PRINTMAKING WORKSHOP
with artist, Daniel Kiacz, 9:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. today and
tomorrow. T onight: 7 p.m.,
receptio n, Clara M . Eagle
Gallery; 8 p .m. , panel
discussion, Room 423, Fine
Arts Center. Tomorrow: 5 p.m.,
picnic, city park. Sunday: 1 to 5
p.m., open house, Room 150151 in Old Fine Arts Bldg., art
sale.

SENIOR RECITAL, Edwina
Mills, piano, Farrell Re<:ital
Hall, 2:30 p.m., Fine Arts Cen·
ter.
JOINT SENIOR RECITAL,
Steve O'Neal, flute, and Gary
Belcher, saxophone, 4:30 p.m.,
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center.

MARCH 19-APRIL 2
ART EXHIBITS, Reeve Hansen, Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center , and Dan
Butler, Fine Arts Annex.
MARCH

Lou Turley, another vicepresidential candidate, is a
junior from Virginia Beach, Va.
Turley aaid he would like to see
the Student Activities Board
become more involved in
weekend and week night activities. He wants more money
to be used for making Ordway
Hall more useful for the
students.
Another
vice-presidential
candidate is Roger Watson who
was unable to attend the luncheon.
The elections will be held
this coming Tuesday. There are
28 o£ficea to be filled .

<ttalendar

-

HIGH SCHOOL AUDITIONS,
S igma Alpha Iota-Phi Mu
Alpha, 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Fine
Arts Center.

The Mur r ay chapter
of
the
Ke n t u c k y
Association of Nursing
S tuden ts will s po nsor a
free pap smea r teat
from 6 to 8 p.m.
T u esd a y a nd W ed-

neaday at the Stud ent
He alt h Service. Al so
free to Murray State
etuden ts is the V.D.R.L.
blood teat fo r syphillis
and gonorrhea.

19

SENIOR R ECITAL, Doris

1974 Mustang II
8:4 5-2:30 R oom 401
Business Building
Licensed Drivers Only
Elect

Georgia
Hiller man
Junior Class
Representative
Tuesday, March 19

Dunevant, soprano, Farrell
Recital Hall, 8:15 p.m., Fine
Arts Center.

( P d. Political Ad)

MARCH 21
FACULTY RECITAL, Tom
Baker, piano, Recital Hall Annex, 8:15 p.m., Fine Arts Center.

MARCH 22-APRIL 2
MA
EXH I BITION, Jim
Phil lips, Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, 5th Foor, Fine Arts
Center.
MA EXHIBITION, Satain
Leksrisawat, Mary Ed Mecoy
Hall, 3rd Floor, Fine Arts Center.

• a o o

Elect

Pap Smear--VD

FREE TEST DRIVE

Jlf ine ~ rfs
MARCH 16

Pare U

STlJDt.NT

.tiHI

H\CULTY

CAMPUS SPECIAL
Prices Good Thursday Mar. 21 Only
2 pc.

SUITS
Long and Short

COATS
Maxis, Fur Trims, Zip

Lining, Pleats, Extra

No Limits

Cathy Cole

Student

Government
Secretary
Experienced
Impartial

Vote

Sport Coats

ea.

No Limits

HIRTS 5 for $1.10
on hanger
No Limit&

0neHOUR

DRY a.eaneRS

Tues., March 19
Store Houn:
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7:00 a .m.-6:00 p.m.
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ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Tonilht the "lJttle Siatera"
of Alpha Kappa PBi will bold a
akatiDI party. Any male
1Maah18M major interested in
joininc the party for this
evepinc pJeue bdPc JOq,f date
aDd meet at ....... Kqpa
Psi hOUM, 1002 Olive &..
aroand 9 p.m.

UNIVBBSITY
CHRISTIAlL
STUDENT CBNTBR
David JacDon. junior from
Buc:banan, Tenn., will preach
iDaeerieaolppel~at

the Salyersville Church of
Christ Mardl 23-28. WCJI'kiDI
with him duriq the meet!q

-.wa IIOIUII1$ .i • ..... 11n. PQe w.u.o
~

Ia . . . . . . . ot PQile .........
_ _ . ' 7 ottlle eetlwdee

.,..... a....,.._

e~au ~~q.

a,......._.,....,.,,....,_ • ...

llltlat. ......, .......................
•

8IV •

.., ..,.. . . , . _ ...,,

wUI be a ll'OUP. of eitht
wtlh ....
Uaiftudty ChrWWl Stuclent

Iliad•• .........

Center.
They are Ray Karraker,
Paducah; Steve Codmam,
Mayfield; Buaene Lowe,
eamn a&r. Daa au.,, Nub'fiUe; an IWd. Sputa. DL;
Sabrina Tucar, Carl HarciW
ad ,..,.... ....... llu.ray.
tbe ....,.., te
8a1yeraville will be Wayne
WiUiaiDI, an eld• at the
Uaivenity CbUJ'Ch of Clm.t Ia
Murray and aP auociate
prot..or fJI . . . . . . . ..me.
at Murray State.

Accom...,..

AJIBRICAN

IIARKJCTJNC
ASSOCIATION
Thirteen members of the
Murray Sta&e chapter of the
American
Marketin1
Aleociation went to St. Louis
lut Tbunday and Friday for
the 13th annual MarketiDJ
Conference, bekl at 8toatrer'a
Riverfront Inn and apoDiond
by tbe AMl\ Ia St. Louts.
Dr. Bill e.a.r, the MallY
State chapter advieer, and
Maurice Clabauch were the
cbaperoDe. for tbe poup. whicb

ofcbapW oMcen.
Uarilynpe Rowland, Murray,
pnaicleDt; DoD StaaiGnl. St.
Qarlel, Yice-pnlideat; Diana
Staley, Pldacab. eecntary; .Jim
CON.....

Sale starts

ltofrer. Mew Madrid, Mo.,
.....,...; aad UtWa w.a.,
T..., Tully, Rob Sebwabe,
LGQiaville; WI
lea

a-..
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JIBUJAYCDS
Tbe Murray State UnMrai&y
.Jayceee Will boW • party
tGDiJbt in the Student Unioa
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Across From the MSU Library
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'Grain' to appear
"Grain," a five-member
musical mission team, will ap·
pear in concert at the University School Auditorium at 7:30
p.m. April 1. In December, the
team completed a 13-state tour
during which they prest'nted
more than 50 performances to
combined audiences of almost
20,000 persons.
The group, made up of young
people with first hand overl!eas
missions involvement, will en-

tertain students with their contemporary music and relate
their overseas experiences.
"There is an emphasis on
naturalness in the performance," says Jerry Jones,
diroctor of "Grain." Stage
equipment is limited to essentials. Hurricane lamps will
light the stage rather than
spotlights.
T he free concert is sponsored
by the Baptist Student Union.

With This Coupon

*

ICHEESEBURGER I

Coupon Good March 15 & 16

IJ,uprCW
Murray-Mayfield Only
" I WOULD HOPE th r ough 'Gr a in' mi111ions can be
h uman ized," s upervitor Dr. Stanley A. Ne lson
comment&. "We will present young people who a r e

IFLEA
FOR SALE
•·oR SALE. Foncltr Supet"-:olia Reverb Amp .•
liko """, S37~. Aloo, Philro C.•uritr BIW 15"
1', V , US; and PanunnK: RD·I7 Turnlahlo, a2s
lind dlllllcuvul Call 767-1!:!96.
FOR SAL&: 1~1 Plymouth roup. 1300 At..•.
10 callnn aquarium with h,.,.-s, filt<orn and
vavol, 112. Call 7117·2~~11.
FOR SALE: Cluoocal 12 otrin1 ~iln S.lhng
fnr low pnce. Call 767-4S89.
FOR SALE. u..d Rnyal electric pfftte
l)']lewrl~<or 160. Call 753-964~.

Inventory
MARRE!I Reduction Sale

NY.~:o A RIO~; '"
hrn~ C'..an )Nv• eny
aday niaht. Will ~lp
after II pm

drr1il1er, anrt tnurma atoar ratiu. C.ll Randy
W•••l• at tho U.C.M . 7~:t .:t5:11, nr l•a••
nwiU<t' un bul1•1H1 bfterd
fOR SALE: • CtoJI)Ir maa whMio.
Autnmalli radon ut tope playU, luddti """'""
UIIK brocket and ol opoakero. Call 7l\3 .72~1.

a-.o

SERVICES

OFFERED Auention Rullo
Avoilable-the ccmplete """""
trad•• of on f, ... r Beoot~ nwviea. pluo Live
I!Mtlo c<>nctrta and otudiu nuttow.
Preolta-N-

Quohty! If int.trwled., call 7~·2146

LOST & FOUND
LOST· 11. T•••• tnotrunwnll moodel SR·I 0,
.. rial ""· !lR· I0.2J9117• If fnund, or anyun•
kR<•wlna •illloocali•"" pleaoo r nntllct Richard W.
l"a,.,..lr• ..rr. • in the I" one Art.< Bid~ If
rec;•v•ted ur,ty, a 12.."; rt-wercf .. ynura.

RIDES &RIDERS
TWO 1VRKE'ffl SBBKING ll'oNipOlUIIt"n to
Nnrth Camhna i Blua Rid&• Ml area) for oprin1
bre•k Will llhare upenuo., P I - coli ~ 767·
2712 or 767-4287.

RIDE ~E£DBD to N•w .1.....,. '" Vn~lnoo
dunn1 llflrinll break . Call767.2335 ony t1111e af.
te-r 9 pm.
-

o,.,.,

aft~r .~

pm .

THF-'>IS TYPING : Sl !'"" Pll~ Call Cathy ot
~744 tnt 4%.~4 oftorli p .m ). Wtll dn IA!rm pepn:o.

WANTED
WANTED TO BUY Ull aolver ,.;,. JNIYIOI
duuh!C~ faat valvt: fnr ·s. c:ufna &tr nlc!n. AIJM•
lxlyml( '11Vfl9 Kennedy hatv.. and PIYIRI .~ ~~
• "'" rnr wh.. t llno penni ... , Call 1&:t.R~2A .
WANTF:U TO BUY uOed vaocuo,. t'-anerWIII ~~a...,..,. Call 7.'\.'1-901>9, Vikl

PERSONALS

POR SALE: !lxl2 bmwn nval broided ru1 Call
767·8103.

Atlanta, Go . fnr OJ>rin«
umeo Ftlda,· (JT e\'8n Thurpay f•>< JU. Call 787·2411

SERVICES RENDERED

,_d

FOR JlALE lln•""l"'rt Tuur rio Pro~><'* l(l ••
bi<..cle with M..-hohn 11-. qukil roleo.. huhA.
Cln>f'Y tnunn1 '"r deulller, oun t•"'' (rrnll

wh oleeome, yet vivacious, t o • h ow that concern for
man kind is where It's at tod ay." "Gr ai n" will appear in a free concert at Murray State on April 1.

TO ~ 6 D.: Ynu h•,·• C111fte tar to hav• f•lUnd
nnlhllll O.wod ' !.uo:k .JitD,

TO KAREN: Lt>vt and K"'-, I wt nt you for
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MR JOHNSON AND JAMEt; 1: Bo,..k 1
Cut one! <,....

MINNIEc JUM • paua in our r.erflil, dan"'
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8-track Tapes

$1.99

up----Latest Hits

T .V. Service Center
Central Shopping Center

7 53-5865

Vote
Gene Roberts .

~S: Even thcwl(h " ' I urottl" I don'"•" t know··"'··

1

aDd your ~'!

----Car and Home----

IHURI. Iau. .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . ..all;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;n;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;:;:;::~

yuu tu1erat• the unrl'AI ht~Uf'l". nr huw \''hU ·~
the m•ny ~•ro..-. tid •'- ... •••rl ,.. t •• !' ~""'
1 d.,
knuw I' m claci y..u•"" thc-rt'!,. . 1Pet, l'•t. ,._.,,

JlM 6 PAUL Thanb for
ftnw•ro. The Cindy'e.

l•a'

All Stereos and
Speakers On Sale

I

t .. rn••

I
Built·in straight,
zig-zag, multi·
stitch and blind
stitches, exclu~ive

i

.
1

Sing£,(• front
drop-in bobbin,

.i

exclusive
Touch& Wind
bobbin rewind
wheel, more!

We hive a Credit Plan designed to fit your budget.
We also have a li beral trade-in-poli'y.

Murray Sewing Center
Bel Air Shopping Center
*AT

ol T
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Student Government
President

1 1 ___
(PeL

Is

All I_ Can Prom ise T o You
That I
Will Mak e An Hon est Concerted Effort
To Be A Responsibe And Effective
SGA President And Board Of Regents
To Be The Students Active
Voice.
Political Ad)
::: ~

~AJ..Jf:i ~
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Yearbook s expected April 23

Placement

SHIELD applications arailnble
Applications are available
fo r persons interested in
working on the staff for the
1975 SHIELD.
Positions
open
are
photographer, assistant editor,

Directing scenes
auditions to be
Thursday night
Members of THA 366, Applit:d Principles of Directing,
will hold open auditions for
their final projects Thursday at
7:30 p.m. in Faculty Hall act·ording ' to Robert Johnson,
chairman of theatre arts.
There are parts for 18 men
and five women di11tributed
am o ng the ~ix scenes.
Everyone, experienced or not,
is invited and encouraged to attt>nd.
•

assistant business manager,
sports, Greek and features
editor. ·
" Everyone will· be interviewed for the available
positions, but the students
returning from last year's staff
will get top priority," said Fazi.
By contacting Gary Duncan,
SHIELD assistant business
manager, phone 75:!-6328 :
Frank Fazi, SHIEW adviser,
General Services Bldg., phone
762-4376; or by stopping by the
SHIELD Offit-e in Wilson Hall,
applications l~an be obtained.
These must be returned by
Friday, March 22.
The 50th volume of the
SHIELD should be ready for
distribution around April 23.
To pick up their copy of the
400-page book, students should
present their identification
card.

New director of orientation
plans expansion of program
Don
Chamberlain,
a
graduate of the West Virginia
Institute of Technology, bas
been appointed director of
student orientation.

members should have plan .
finalized by next week. Eventually five students will be added to the committee according
to Chamberlain.

Through his new position
Chamberlain hopes to, "give
each student individual
academic
advising
and
acquaint freshmen with campus

MONDAY, MARCH 18

Yearbooks can be picked up
at the SUB for about a week after they come in. Then the pickup point will be moved to the
Wilson Hall office.
"The 1974 issue is not equipped with as much color as
previous issues," Fazi said.
"The change in the University
calendar and deadlines by the
printer accounted for this."
Hunter Publishing Co. of Winston-Salem, N.C. is printing the
book.
l<'ees that sororities, fraternities and organizations owe to
the SHIELD for pictures are
due on or before April 13.
Billing statements will be
mailed to Murray State
SHIELD, Ray Shell, Box 3162,
University Station, Murray, Ky.
42071.

English/coaching and EMR
Daniel International Cor· positions.
poration, Greenville, S.C.: Construction Technology majors.
TUESDAY, MARCH 19
Antilles
Consolidated
Southern States Cooperative,
Schools, Ft. Buchanan, Puerto Richmond, Va.: Agriculture
Rico: Elementary band direc- majors or Businesll majors with
tor,
Industrial
Arts, an agriculture background.

Vote For

Vicki Ray
Student Government
Secretary
Tuesday, March 18
(Pd. Political Ad)

If You.re Florida Bound.
Students leaving car• on
campue during apring break
shou ld leave them loc:ked and
in well-lighted areas. All tape
recorders and otber ar ticle•
shoul d be removed from the
in1ide. Also, bicycle• 1bould
be etored In the ,1 tuden te'
room, accordln1 to Or man
Price, director of security.

Campus Casual Shoppe

Come by and see
our line of swim suits and

Vote For

shorts and tops Now.

Gene Roberts

facilities and services available
to them." Tentative plans call
for incoming freshmen to spend
a day on campus with their
parents during the summer.

Student Government
President

Chamberlain and the Summer Orientation Advisory Committee made up of ten faculty

~

is the olace for you!

Campus
Casual
Shoppe
Across from the Admn. Bldg.

(Pd. Political Ad)

7 Days a Week

8 a.m. til 12 p.m.

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Prices good thru Tuesday
We reserve the right to limit

Prices good March 14 thru 19
LYNN GROVE
GRADE A LARGE

EGGS
Doz.

63¢

FOOD GIANT

BREAD
3

16 oz. loaves

$1.00

ORANGE JUICE
12 oz. can

37¢

K RAFT THOUSAND ISLAND

DRESSING
16 oz. bot.

RIB
ROUND
END CUT SIRLOIN

COKES
8 Bot. Ctn.

68¢

Plus Deposit

WIN FREE CASH

TREASURE
CHEST
ThisWeekWU..

FROSTY ACRES

-

SWISS

16 oz.

$200.00
LAST WEEK'S W INNER
S.L. Horn
CARD NOT PUNCHID

GR. CHUCK
GR~ ROUND

$1.28

BONELESS
STEW MEA

PURE

GROUND BEEF
FAMILY PACK

88¢ lb.
EMGE'S
MILD CURJ;"

BACON
98¢ lb.
CUTUP

LARGE HEAD

LETTUCE
19¢

STEAK

EA.

FRYERS
FAMILY PACK
39¢ lb.

A PRODUCT OF RESEARCH is displayed by
,Jessie Steinbeck (left), senior from Kevil, and
Eugene Cooper (right), junior from Murr ay,

P h oto by Keary Caiman
who bu il t the dum p truck valued at 13,00C)..f,OOO,
for an agriculture class.

Dump truck ralued at $3000-4000
constructed by agriculture majors
J~Rie Steinberk, senior from
Kevil, and Eugene Cooper,

junior from Murray, have been
working for the last ~~emester

UK analysis of MSU soil
to solve fertilizer problem
Orrin Bickel, director of the
physical plant, delivered soil
samples collected from around
the campus to the University of
Kentucky last Thursday,
March 12.
"The purpose of the Roil samples," said Bickel , ''is to
analvze the soils' PH content so
we a·re able to apply the proper
fertilizer mixtures in the proper
quantiti~ for the best growth
of our plants and ~tTasses."

The results are expected to
return within the next week or
10 days. Then the county agent
will tltudy them and Aend his
report to the physical plant for
future uee.
"I feel that this soil study is
<1uit.e limely because of the
recent short.age of fertilizers,"
said Bkkel. "'rhis way we can
apply the right quanlities of the
right fertilizers in the right

BURT LIICIITER

ROBERTRYIIand
WILL lEER
EXECUTIVE ~:
All EDWARD LEWIS l'rldUc1bl

ACIIDM

A Nation•I General Re;....

VOTE fur

Gary Doda
Tues., March 19th
and Unite All The Students
FOR

S G TREASURER

(Pd. P olitical Ad)

Show Tonite & Sat. 11:40 P.M.

at Tango In Acapulco"X

STORE HOURS: Monday thru Saturday 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Sundays - 1 p.m. to 6 p.m.

l·z•nnut
Main Street

7:30, 9:%5 n ltel,y
Addt'd Sac. J:20
Sun 1:30, 3:25

The Sign of Savings

IIJM·W~

Bruceton, T enn.

places and avoid waH I.e," he
added.
According lo Bickel, the sam·
pies were taken from around
Cutchin Stadium, lawn areas,
rosebeds, practice fields, and
areas around the new stadium.
"Improving the soil so the
plants and grasses will grow
properly is just one of the steps
being taken toward beautifying
the campus," stated Bickel.

on l'ompleting a dump trailer.
The students did their own
designing and building. They
are a lso drawing up plans and
instruct ions for reproduction.
They npproximated their
working time at 100 hours.
Rteinbeck and Cooper built..
the trailer as a special problem
in Agriculture 550, Research in
Agriculture. They also wanted
to gain experience ar.d skill in
welding and in the liPid of construction. They were supervised
by V: R. Shelton, assistant
professor in the department of
agriculture.
The finished trailer is valued
between $3,000 and $4,000.

To
this
day,
they
remain
somewhere
among us
... those
people
responsible
for
Nov.22,
1963!

ROBERT SH.IIW

HELD OVER!
1/2 PRICE SALE

Phone 901/586-7510

A GE<:lRGE ROf Hill ALM

..7HE STING ...

on entire stock of

First Quality Merchandise

Buy one item of first quality merchandise at
our regular low discount price - get second item for

One-half discount price

Values to $15.00
now only
.&

SPECIAL
GROUP OF
MEN'S

PANTS
$1.00 pair

1/lf!J S(1.1t1G 'R£ttk.
As long as they las
Group includes cottons,
corduroys, wools,
dunagrees, etc.

~OM'\~ (}MtJ .. (!/,e,~j

,.,fL"f££5
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Fighting Irish wallop APSU, 108-66
By STEVE W. GIVE NS
S porbl Editor

Like a 11peeder on the nighttime freeway, mighty Notre
Dame ignored the th ree defenders Austin Peay' s Governors
placed around All-American
John Shumate and roared to a
108-66 victory last Saturday af.
ternoon before a partisan
r rowd of 10,100 witne&~es and
a regional television audience.
Few of the souls who saw the

contest would convict t h e
second -ra nked Fighting Irish of
any crimes, however, as they
completely domi nated the Ohio
Valley Confe rence representative in all phases of the onesided NCAA Mideast regional
contest.
It was the se<:ond runaway of
the doubleheader NCAA
elimination afternoon, as
Marquette earlier overcame a
sluggish t;l&rt and overwhelmed

Ohio University by an 86-59
mar gin, which could have been
150-59, give or take five more
minutes.
T h e 'red -pinstripe cla d
representat ives of the OhioValley Conference managed a
tie with coach Digger Phelps'
supermen at 6-6 and 17:06 left
in the opening half.. .but four
minutes later it seemed all but
over for the Govs, who found
themselves on the short end of

a 19-6 count.
Behind their only real scorer
in the contest, James " Fly"
Willia ms, who dazzled the
audience with some fantastic
shooting, APSU managed to cut
the margin to 25-16 some two
minutes later.
Then, 6·3 junior guard Gary
Brokaw introduced himself
again to the camera's roving
eye, firing for 21 of his team25 markers before the

halftime buzzer sent the
F ighting Irish into the dressing
room with a somewhat comfortable 54-35 edge.
During thoee minutes when
Brokaw was giving his sh ooting
exhibition and 6-9 center John
Shumate was making t h e
Governors' inside defense look
ridiculous, Notre Dame was
hitting t he bucket pretty
well...at a 6'25 per cent clip (25

Jacobs wins heat
but off one-tenth
for spot in finals
By MARK BAUMAN
Sportli Writer

MSU s peed~:~ter Cuthbert
J acob11 won his preliminary
heat in lal't weekend' s National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) Indoor Track and
Field Championships at Cobo
Hall in Detroit, Mich., but h is
t ime of 49.7 was a mere onetenth of a second too slow to
land a spot in the finals.

..

-

1974
Racer
Football

Thirty runners were in the
preliminaries with the top eight
times making it to the 440
finals. There were eight heats,
six with four runners each and
two with three runners in each.
Jacobs negotiated the shortest track he had ever run on in
49.7 easily winning his beat,
but the eighth best timt• was
-19.6 o n the mile-banked board
track and J at'obs had to watch
the finals from the 11tands.
CoaLh Hill Cornell who was
sitting high up in the standK
and wa~ one of the over 9,000
person!' watching thl! met>t saict,
" 1 knew Bert (.Jacobs) was a little sluw when I read hill split

with one lap to go but there
was no way that I could have
g(ltten word to him,'' he continued

Cameron State
Western Carolina
Morehead State
Tennessee Tech
Open Date
U. of Tenn.-M artin
Middle Tennessee
<HOMECOMING)
East Tennessee
Eastern Kentucky
Austin Peay
Eastern Ill. State
Western Kentucky

Home

•

Cullowhee, N. C.
Morehead, Kentucky
Cookeville, Tenn.

*
7:30PM
2:00PM

Oct. 26
Nov. 2
Nov. 9
Nov. 16
Nov. 23

Home

7:30PM

Home

*

Richmond, Ky.
Clarksville, T enn.

*

1:30 PM
Home
1:30 PM
Home
*Local starting times prevail.

Register your child now for pre-school
learning experiences
Certified Teachers For Each Age Group

J acoh~; was quite disappoL;led not making the final!!
e.;peciall)' alter having re<'eived
several telegrams from supporters in Murray induding
Pres ident
Curris,
Vice
Pre~icif'n t Reed, the lwalth,

" Bert wa!; running so e&Ry that I know ht>
Thill past indoor season
could bave picked up the pace Jacobs broke two of six-time
if he had known he wAK slow. All-American Tommy "T·
He won his heat wi th ease."
Bird" Turner's school re<·ords.

7:30PM

•

Educational Learning
Center

Cuthbert Jacobs

phys ica l
edu cation
a nd
rccreat ion depltrtments, the
track team and student government.
"Bert is g•1ing to have a great
outdom· season this spring and
being only a junior he hat~ next
season to look forward to,"
commented Coach Cornell.

Sept. 7
Sept. 14
Sept. 21
Sept. 28
Oct. 5
Oct. 12
Oct. 19

Open 6:30 a.m. -12:30 1.111.

For

Information

Call 753-7962

The time to buy
life insurance is

before you think you

can

afford it

Southside Restaurant
Specializing in steaks/ seafood

To d elil}' IS lolet a golden oppo rtu ni t~·
shp by Hems voun g n~<IY p1•nahze you 1n
income, hut rl ha) specrJI advanta ges

Breakfast served all da

when II tome~ to Jmur,lnce. Rate) are f.~r
lower now. fam1ly resp on"bJIJ tres are
lt ·~~ . .'\nd ynu .1rt> won· < ert<11ll 01 p.1s~mg
the med1cal reqUirement~.

Plate lunches
weekdays at noon

The fact

~~ that

hfl' insu rJnct• an$wc rs, a)

n(}thlflK el ~e c.1n, .1 vltill need fo r every

young person s fut ure It's a l>asJc,

solid prcparatuon lor yo ur l '< o non11c lilt>
and th(' wcll-bemg oi tho~c wh o may
one da ~· he ~lcpenden l upon you

Ky. lake fresh catfish

For your
(uturt''~ \ake,

lt•Jrn why IJ1 e

11l ~uti1nce

1s somcthmg you need
right now.

Carry-outs
Southside Ma nor
South 12th St.
Open from 6- 8

INMLI
711 Main Street
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE · MILWAUKEE
White Hous e Offices World's largest company: Sflt'C•alii.ng n\ 111d1Vidual life msurance

..
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Murray in thick of All- Sports ra~e ;
Luther would like matching trophy
Ideally, it would be a dark
night with fog rolling up from
. the low-lying areas of the city..
.when suddenly a half-dozen
figures would streak into the
Ohio Valley Conference office
in Nashville.
After ransacking the files and
kicking in a closet door or two,
the group would find their
gleaming prize and quickly
depart into the evening in a
dark blue Murray State
University station wagon.
And•.• MSU would win the
AU-Sports
Championship
for the aecond year in a row!
Hndoubtedly, there are some

league members chasing for the
coveted prize, which the con.
ference annually awards to the
school with the most fi rst or
second place finishes in all its
sports, who believe the Racers
might pull such a felony.
Last year, MSU trailed
favoritE' Western Kentucky
and MoreheadbyoneandonehaJf ~oints headinl( into the
fi nal weE'ks of the semester.
Then the Racer s zapped the
front-r unner s by w in ning
the
Western
Divisio n
baseball title a nd r ecording
high finishes in the tr ack,
tennis and golf.

Athletic Director Cal Luther
has the gleaming 1973 prize
displayed on a shelf in his Carr
Health Bldg. office. His eyes
sparkled when be spoke about
how Murray State shocked the
league last year and won the
one
prize
which
truly
represents the over all strength
of all athletic teams of the
respective institutions.
"It's a otten to be a two
team r a ce between us a nd
Weste rn Kentucky," Luthe r
admitted, "since we both
have strong overall sports
proarams and win d up with
the high finishes ·each year."
Last year's fina l point
standings had MSU edging
out t heir arch-rivals by a

single point. 83·82.
Standings for this year's
count with some six weeks of
competition remaining find the
eight team conference stacking
up in a familiar pattern·
Western Ke nt ucky
Mor e head
Murray State
43
Easte rn Ke ntuc ky
Austin Peay
East Tenneasee 29
Middle Tennessee28
Tennessee Tech 14

~3

p t..

47 pta.

1/ 2 pta.
37 pta.
33 pta.
1/2 pt..
1/2 pta.
1/2 pt..

''The points are divided up
among the teAms who do not
finish in tt.e top vosition in
each of the sporta," Luther added, "and this is what produces

the halves in the scores thus
far."
Presently, the league race is
near the stage as it was last
season at this time. It is up to
the spr ing spor t teams to add t.o
the Racers' third place cross
country finiRh, second-place
football fina le and fifth-place
tie in basketball.

It's even money across the
board that the r e will be a
second t ro phy sitting i n
coach
L uther's
office
som eti me late this spring...
and nobody will have to run
around after dark in Nash·
ville to get it either!

Giordano nam ed
Hall of Fame's
newest mem ber
AI Giordano, former Murray
State University grid star from
1954-56 has been elected to the
MSU " Athletic Hall of Fame."
Giordano is presently the
veteran Caldwell County High
football coach.
The hall of fame is the
highest honor a Murray State
athlete can attain. His
photograph will be placed in
the Hall Of Fame section of the
Student Union Bldg. He
will be formally inducted at the
Murray State All Sports
Banquet, Wednesday, April 24.
Giordano was a two-time Little All-American and All-Ohio
Valley Conference guard and
linebacker at Murray State.
Before that he played
profesaional baseball with the
Brooklyn
Dodgers
organization.
The gridder hailed from Farmingdale, N.Y . where he
graduated from high school in
1950. He then signed a $1,000
bonus contract with the
Dodgers. After two years of
military duty and two years of
minor league baseball, Giordano entered Murray in the fall
of 1954. His first season on the
football, team he was named
All-Area. He gradunted in
1958.

to
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Assistant basketball coach at LSU
accepts top position at Morehead
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Sport. Editor

An associate coach for the
Louisiana State University
Tigers for the past two years
has been appointed bead
basketball coach for Ohio
Valley
Conference
CoChampion Morehead State.

John V. (Jack) Schalow, a
34-year-old North Dakota
native, served as assistant
coach at Duke University, Seattle University and the University of the Pacific prior to
coming to LSU of the tough
Southeastern Conference.

Will Clayton rush Racers to 11-0 ?
Photo by Stl'vt> W. Givens

Don Clayton seeks
undefeated season
By STEVE LOWERY
Sporte Writer

"I woa di8appointed in 148t
year'• ncord. We thould have
1f0ne undefeated. The whole
team realizes thi8 and we are
all going to work together on
havirw a undefeated season this
fall."
Don Clayton,
Kodak All-America selection
March , 1974
Last fall Don Clayton rushed
1,403 yards in 10 football
games to set a season rushing
record at Murray and was
second in the nation in collegedivision rushing. But to
Clayton winning games is more
important than busting records.
"We should have never lost
last fall," said Clayton in a
recent interview. "We just
needed to pull together as a
team."
Clayton, a 6-2, 200 pound
senior, led the Racers to a 7-3
season and second place in the
Ohio Valley Conference. He
rushed 242 times for an
average of 5.8 yard11 a carry. He
was also MSU's leading scorer
with 54 points.
Because of his efforts he was
selected to the Kodak College
Division I All-America team
and the National Football
Coaches Association AU-

America team.
Clayton, a native of Malden,
Mo., was forced to sit out his
first two seasons at Murray
when he injured his knee in
pie-sea.aon practice. He played
in a few games in 1972 and
started all games last fall.
When asked how his knee
has healed since the operation,
Clayton replied, "It feels great.
It does get tight once in awhile
but 1 have never had any
trouble with it."
While he attended Malden
High School, Clayton was a
standout in football, basketball
and baseball. He made allconference teams in all three
~ports three consecutive years.
In football he was All-Missouri
and All-America his senior
year and honornble mention
all-state as a junior. He was
selected to the honorable mention all-state teams in baseball
his junior and senior years. He
was also selected t.o the
honorable mention all-state
team in basketball his senior
year.
Clayton first visited MSU in
1970 and was impressed with
the student support of the
Racer basketball team during a
Murray-Western Kentucky contest.

His hiring followed the midFebruary resignation of five·
year MSU coach Bill Harrell,
who was the subject of a storm
of controversy when he left his
starting five players and top
reserve at home during an
Eagle road trip just prior to
playing Murray State and
Austin Peay.

Morehead State University
President Adron Doran, who
announced the appointment,
described the new Eagle coach
as "a sincere and outstanding
young man with an excellent
record, a thorough knowledge
of basketball and proven
recruiting ability. We are confident he will continue our winning tradition."
Schalow's freshmen teams
compiled a 109-10 record
during his tenure at Duke,
Seattle and Pacific.
" I am elated to be named the
coach at Morehead State," said

Schalow. "The first order of
business will be to get started
with recruiting and to search
for a good staff."
Schalow served as playercoach of the Stockton, Calif.,
AAU basketball team and compiled a two-year record of 47-1.
Dr. R.H. Playforth, chairman of
MSU's Athletic Committee,
said the North Dakota native
was choeen from among more
than 100 applicants. His selection
was
approved
unanimously, Playforth added.

IT'S TIME FOR AN ACTIVE
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
Link Martin
For
President
(Pd. Political Ad)

(Continued on page .29)

Elect

Aeita
Ladd
For

Volkswagen has thrown away
the book again.
The result is Dasher, an amazing new car thats going to take
them~ to imitate.
Dasher is both economical
(about 25 miles per gallon) and
powerful (D-50 in 8 .5 seconds).
It holds live comfottab/y. It has
front·wheel drive that gives you
more control and traction than

any conventional car you've ever
driven. Its equipped with Skid·
breaker, which e.revents most
skidding under adverse conditions. Its designed for low maintenance and easy repair. And its
covered by the VW Owners Secu·
rity Blanket.
The new Volkswagen Dasher.
Throw away your old ideas about
what to expect from a car.

Junior Class
Treasurer
On Tuesday
(Pd. Political Ad)

Carroll Volkswagen, Inc

AUTHO~IUO
OlAll~
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Luther explains
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Sport. EdJtor

Most coaches _would have
been almost meek and stumbled for words to express their
comments on their team's first
losing season in 15 years as
they stood before a post-season
banquet meeting of the most
faithful supporters.
But. , , .Cal Luther is not like
most coaches. . .and what he
told a Monday night Thorobred
Club crowd was no different
than what Murray State fans
have grown to expect.
With touches of his Yankee
accent flavoring his booming
comments, Luther frequently
beamed one of his characteristic grins during a 15minute speech during which he
explained the Racers' 12-13
overall slate and their fifth
place Ohio Valley Conference
finish.
He related how the team
"just never could get the vital
breaks when it seemed to need
them the most." Prior to the
OVC play he had predicted the
league could be won by a team
with four losses "and that' s
exactly what happened with
Austin Peay and Morehead,

season~

each winning up with 10-4
marks."
"The entire conference
was pretty evenly balanced this
year with many of its games
being decided by one, two, and
three points. ..unfortunately as
you all realize, Murray was involved in several of those close
decisions," he remarked.
For the record, the Racers
had ll games decided by four
points or less, seven of which
they lost with three of them
going into overtime.
"I was really pleased at our
final effort and at our fans who
came to the noon Austin Peay
game which was regionally
televised," Luther said. "They
are the ones who sat through
the close games we lost and
stayed with us while we were
down. .. and I really appreciate
them."
"We had two seniors, guard
Steve Barrett and center Marcelous Starks, who each gave
100-per cent efforts in that final
game which made the whole
season just a little bit better.
Either one of them is easily
among the most talented
athletes I've ever coached by
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slwrtcomings

far . . .they both do what you
tell them in practice and on the
court where it counts," he added.
" Yet, ironically, both of them
found the crowd to be vocally
reacting against them briefly at
one time or another and I was
glad that they had such a super
game as they each did against
the Governors to end their
Racer careers."
Moving on to a discussion of
next season's team, obviously
not p~mdering on past developments, Luther quickly said,
"It'll be a real tough job to get
back into the first division of
the league. •. it never is too difficult to have a bad season and
slip down, but once you're out,
you have to work and work."
He admitted that the
national hassle of recruiting
would be shared at MSU in the
future . . ."it's the biggest task
of colleges of our level. .. we're
the only 11chool in our league
with only one assistant coach;
yet, we have to compete with
all of them for the best
players."

(Continued from page 28)

Unbeatens lead
men's volleyball
The Damn Yankees defeated
the Misfits and the BSU No. II
teams Tuesday night to keep a
single game lead in the independent division of men's intramural volleyball. The
Yankees have a 4-0 record.
The Shady Oak Bombers and
BSU No. 1 are tied for second
place with 3-1 marks.
In Greek division action, Pi
Kappa Alpha and Lambda Chi
Alpha are tied for first place
with 4-0 records. The Alpha
Gamma Rho squad is next with
three wins and one loss.
Volleyball games are currently scheduled for Saturday and
Monday evenings.

really let down once I got here.
The students, as a whole, don't
support any of our athletic
teams. For example, at last
week' s home game with Austin
Peay they had more fans in the
fieldhouse than we did. Our
fans even booed their own
team."
"Well, tell the students that
they had better climb on board
the band wagon because next
season we're going to win the
OVC and then go to New
Orleans to play in the NCAA
College Division Playoffs,"
Clayton stated.
Clayton looks forward to the
prospects
of
playing
professional football. If he
could play on the team of his
choice he would play for the
Dallas Cowboys of the National
Football League. "I like Dallas
because they are always on top
of their division and they have
shown interest in me," he said.
What about the World Football League? "I'd play in the
WFL if they gave me more
security than the NFL,"

Spring Break Is J1st

..••

This item obviously made eyes
roll at the gathering since
Johnson currently stars for the
San Diego team of the National
Basketball Association and was
one of Luther's best centers in
his career.

"He will be a tremendous
help to our style of play.. .and
he's quicker than most of our
little guys."
Otherwise, Luther stressed
heavily the need for a good
recruiting !Ieason for the Racers
and his intentions to hit the
junior college circuit hard in
his search for future blue and
gold talent.
And that was how Cal
Luther was...cool, shrewd, and
honest with the backers who
have made his 'name nearly a
legend at Murray State. . .and
gave him a solid, two-minute
round of applause when he
finished.
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Elect

Clayton said.
With the annual Blue-Gold
game two weeks away Clayton
feels that this has been his
most productive spring practice. "I've been working hard
this spring. I think that I'm

Bill
Briggs

playing better football now
thJn l did last fall because I'm
being pushed by Tim Bonfanti
and Art Kennedy, they play the
same position as I do," said
Clayton.
Has the publicity of being an
All-America alienated Clayton
from his teammates? i· No, they
still ride me once in a while but
the:v know I'm just an average
guy,·~ Clayton concluded.

Sophomore
VIce-President
(Pd. Political Ad)

Elect
Jeff Green

~

And We Just Recived A
New Shipment of Jea ns

•
•
••"'
•

We Also Have An

....
-

Exclusive Selection
Of Knit Pullover Shirts

By

r

He's got to be one of the
quickest big men I've ever
seen," Luther said of his newfound hero," ...maybe even as
good as Stewart Johnson."

Then the 15-year Racer men-

Clayton seeks undefeated season..
"At that time I thought the
students at Murray really supported the athletic teams," said
Clayton. "That was the main
reason I came here. I was

tor stunned the majority of
those present with his announcement that he "already
had found the big man for next
year's squad." Named as "my
starting center" was 6-8 Larry
Moffett, who was ineligible for
action this season.

Jockey,
Robert Bruce,
and Heritage

Student Government Treasurer

ij[lye C!lnllege
o

~ qnp

Across from MSU Library

...

Tuesday, March 19
(Pd. Political Ad )
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Williams suffers his first
losing year; sees change
By STEVE HALE
Sporte Writer

MSU netters swish
Central Michigan, 8-1
By STEVE LOWERY
Sports Writer

year. He was also a member of
the All-OVC team.

The Mu rray St ate tennis
Knudsen was also a standout
opened its 1974 JW!ason at
home last Friday a fternoon by on last year's squad with a 21-9
crushing Cen tra l MichiRan record.
University 8-1.
MSU s ingles victories included, Mikko Horsma beating
Marc Genina 6-:1, 7-5 and
Charles Wadlington downing
Dennis Maclntoah 6-4, 7-6, 6-1.
Arne Knudsen routed Ra ndy
June Thornton and Charles
Maxson 6-1, 6-4. Mike Owen
overwhelmed Bill Creek 6-1, 6- Wadlington claimed the singles
1 and Del Purcell upended championships in the women'.s
and men's divisions, respecMike Aukermann 6-3, 6-4.
Central Michigan's Bruce tively, of last week's inVandenbeldt defeated Bob tramural badminton tourPeters 6-3, 6-3 for Central's nament.
Thornton had no tro.able
onJy match point.
Murray swept all three capturing the birdie-swatting
double matches. The number championship, defeating Carol
one
doubles
team
of Robertson, 11-9 and 11-6 in the
Wadlington-Knudsen beat the final match. Wadlington had
Gelina-Maclntosh team 2-6, 6- to play a bit longer in his last
2, 7-5. The Horsma-Purcell series with Richard Harriford,
team upended Maxson-Creek 7- before finally winning with con6, 6-2, 7-5 and Owen-Peters secutive game scores of 15-10,
knocked off the Aukermann- 8-15 and 15· 12.
In men's doubles, Del Purcell
Killips combo 7-5, 6-1 .
Bernie Purcell, MSU tennis and Wadlington teamed to
coach, wasn't surprised with defeat Harriford and John
the tennis team's overwhelming Blue, 15-10, 9-15 and 15-10.
victory as he remarked, " We
played as well as I had ex·
pected," said Purcell.
His squad which had a 21-6
record last year and finished
third in the Ohio Valley Conference, h.lls only two returning
net man on the squad.
" We have four new men
playing out of six positions. Our
only returning veterans are
Mikko H orsma and Arne
Knudsen," Purcell said.
Horsma was the OVC champion in number two singles last
t~am

Intramural titles
awarded to two
in badminton

Two years ago Jesse
Williams became the first
freshman in over 20 years to
start for a Murray State
University ,basketball team.
In the last week of the season
he showed Racer fans what to
expect in the future as he was
instrumental in leading the
Racers to a 74-71 upset win
over the Austin Peay Governors by pumping in 24 points-the best outing of his young
collegiate career.
Williams gave Murray the
lead three different times in the
crucial games,' but it was his
three-point play with only 2:12
to go that helped bring the
Racers from a five point deficit
to a tie at 68-all. From that
point Murray responded with
three more buckets before sending approximately 3, 500
disappointed Governor fans
back to Clarksville, Tenn.
"Did you notice how enthused we were when one of us
would hit a basket," Williams
asked. "That's because we were
playing as a team and it made
the difference in the game."
When asked if he thought the
enthusiasm would carrv over
into D":-ft ~cason, Wilha~s said,
"I hope so because I don' t
know if I · can put up with
a nother season like this. It's
been a disaster."
As is the case of many other
Racer players, this is the first
year for Williams to play on a
losing team but he claims that
it has taught him a lot. He says,
"I learned that
thi
are

going bad for the team, then
the attitude of many people
changes. But when things are
going good everything is rahrah ."
Describing his performance
this season, the 6-7, 205 pound
forward said, " It was kind of
crunchy. By that I mean the
way I played was shaky or inconsistant. Consistancy for me
is the way I played last week
and I've not played that way
much this season. I believe I' 11
be much more consistant next
year."·
Looking back at when he
played for Hales-Franciscan
High School in Chicago,
Williams says that almost 200
colleges were trying to recruit
him. " I remember when I
would come home from practice
every day and there would
always be about seven phone
calls from coaches wanting to

..

1

As might be expected, the
choice was a difficult one to
make and he ended up signing
with the University of
Louisville. Since his mother
was out of town during the
signing, his aunt acted as the
guardian and gave her r.onsent.
After arriving in Louisville,
Williams simply says, "Things
didn' t work out." Since his
aunt was not his legal guardian
he decided to back out of the
deal and play for Murray after
the Racers had spent months
trying to recruit him.
While in high school
William& led his team to a 33-6
reeord and 30-9 slate his junior
and senior season, respectively,
while averaging 26 points both
years. He was named All-City
two years, All-State two years
and All-America his senior
•-ear.
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'Breds clout South Alabama ln opener
By STEVE VIED
Aaat. Sporta Editor

Coach Johnny Reagan and
the Murray State Univel'8ity
baseball team returned to
Murray from the southlands
with a head of steam after win·
ning its first game of the season
over perenial power South
Alabama by way of a six-run
rally in the top of the eighth in·
ning. Before that the 'Breda
achieved an amazing and unexpected six game split with the
Kansas
City
Royals
organization. These three wins
over professional rookies of the
Royals major league team will
not count on the season record,
as they were only exhibition
games.
South Alabama is usually
ranked in the top ten in the
nation. Coached by former
major league coach Eddie
Stanky, 'the team is the one to
beat. According to coach
Reagan, the victory was quite a
feat.
Rick Weisman started the
scoring early with a three-run
homer in the fil'8t inning. South
Alabama quickly came back
and by the time the eighth inning came around they were
leading the contest 9-7. It was
in the top of that inning and
Murray was at the bat with two
outs that things began to happen.
Jack Perconte drew a base on
balls and treked home on a

Steve Barrett home run. Next.
Rick Weisman doubled,
followed by a Leon Wurth
single. Another single by David
Hughes and a home run by
Gene Steuber completed the
scoring, leaving Alabama on

the short end of the 13-9 acore.
That's the way it ended and
Murray returned to its home
diamond with a l-0 record.
Today, Rutgers University
will visit Murray to start the
' Breds long home stand.

Other teams scheduled to
meet Murray this season inelude
North
Dakota,
Providence, Brown, Purdue,
Vanderbilt, SIU, Louisville,
Arkansas State and Memphis
State.

Women's tennis opens tomorrow
which too~ place in October.
. The sprmg season featured
SIX matches and one tournament,
the
Southern
Collegiate Tournament, played
at Columbus, Miss.
"We expect the team to do
quite well with the spring
schedule," commented their
coach, Nita Head.
"Our top four positions are

By MIKE FINCH
Sporta Writer

Murray State's Women's
Tennis Team will travel to
Austin Peay tomorrow, to begin
the spring segment of their
season. The ladies compiled a
5-3 won-lost record iq matches
played last fall, and finished
third in the State Tournament

tilled by experienced playel'8.
This is the third season for
them, and they're all ateady
players" added coach Head.
'
The Women's State Tournament played in the fall, was
the first of its kind, and if the
team's effort in doubles competition is any indication,
Murray' a women appear to

~~~ins:~::~

Track team to begin season
against Arkansas State here
Murray State's track team
opens the 1974 outdoor season
next Tuesday, hosting a dual
meet with Arkansas State on
the nine lane tartan track of
new Roy Stewart Stadium.
The meet is slated to start at
2 p.m. and the running events
will begin at hour later. Spectators may enter the stadium
through the gates behind the
stands, there will be no admission charge and the public
is invited to attend.

home meets for the Racers on
the new track this season.
"New runners on thb~ yeat·'s
team should add depth to the
squad," according to MSU
coach Bill Cornell.
Junior College transfers
Gordy Benfield and Brad Finseth will be competing in the
mile and three-mile during the
season.
Coach Cornell added, "The
track team is quite excited
about tina!ly getting to run on
the new track and there really
should be some good times."

It will be the first of five

of 40 shots).
Obviously coach Lake Kelly
of Austin Peay was aware of
Shumate'~ ability aR there Wtc>re
frequently three Govs hanging
on the heels of the AllAmerican, but the idea left
others free to score almost at
will.
The pace got even quicker for
Notre Dame in the second half
as it outpointed APSU 25-9 in
the early going when "Fly's"
shooting suddenly went cold. It
was 79-43 for the Irish when
both benches were emptied for
reserves to participate in a
NCAA playoff game.
Williams, who managed 29
points a week earlier in his
team's 74-71 upset loss to
Murray State, wound up with
26 markers to lead all scorel'8
in the game. He put the ball
into the air a total 31 times.
As a team, the Govs were
outshot, 60-35 per cent (50 of
83 and 25 of 70 shots from the
field, respectively) while being
outrebounded 51-37.
Richard Jimmerson and
Danny Odums were the only
other Governors to notch more
than a half-dozen points as
they each ad?ed

Following tomorrow's match,
the ladies will travel to
Southeast Missouri for an April
5 match. The next day they
begin a three match homestand
with Southern Illinois University; David Liscomb College on
April 15, and followed by a
meet with University of Tennessee-Martin, April 16.
The Columbus tourney will
be played over April 19-21
then the women will retur~
h~me for an April 22 match
wtth Southwestern-Memphis to
close out the season.

SG PRESIDENT
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Parker-McKenney
Athletic Supply

shining 25-2, while the Gover-nor~ close their season with a
17-10 slate.

NOTRE DAME
AUSTIN PEAY

Coach Head added that the
number three team of Cindy
Edwards and Judy Shirrell,
"were undefeated as a doubles
team last faU."

LinkFOR
Martin

Notre Dame eliminates Governors
near-impossible task.
Ironically, both teams had
winning streaks broken going
into the contest, Austin Peay by
Murray State and the Fighting
Irish by upstart Dayton, but the
similarities ended here for
each. Notre Dame moved to a

strong doubles

"Lois Holmes and Patsy
Beauchamp make up our number one doubles team," said
coach Head. "They should do
really well. This is the third
year they've been playing
together, and in last year's
state tournament, they lost in
the semifinals, but the team
they lost to, went on to take the
championship," she continued.

Begorrah ••.
(Continued from page 26)

Chicago and Northwestern,
along with Rutgers will make
up the baseball action at
Murray for the coming week.
The 'Breda will be playing
baseball at home every day until April 5.

PRE-SEASON SALE

54-54--108
34-32··66

puma tennis shoes

~")

RESEARCH

-ladies' White Stag

thousands of topics
$2.75 per page
Nation's most extensive library of research material

tennis ·wear

SEND FOR YOUR UP-TO-DATE,
144-PAGE, MAIL-ORDER
CATALOG. ENCLOSE $1.00
TO COVER POSTAGE

men's tennis shorts
& shirts

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

tennis OOlls & tennis hats

11941 Wilshire Blvd., Suite #2
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025
(213) 477·8474 or 4n -5493

Parker-McKenney Athletic Supply

For All Your Athletic Needs

Our research material is sold for research assiS1ance only not as a finished product for academic credit.
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PRIN
ny Food Item on Our Menu Will be
2 For 1. Buy 1, Get 1 Free
Big Ham burger Steak $1.80

This Special Get 2 for $1.80.
Fried Chicken $1.75

This Special Get 2 for $1.7 5.
Shrimp Basket-21 Shrim p-$1.95

Get 2 for $1.95.
And So On With All Food Items.

16th & Chestnut

ACE

7 53-7992

ALWAYS OPEN 24 HOURS

